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Committee Nixes Bates Accelerator Funding
By Jeremy Hylton
TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR

In a move that has shocked
researchers and administrators alike,

'" .3 House subcommittee yesterday
, approved a plan that woul" elimi-

nate funding for MIT's Bates Linear
Accelerator and four other nuclear
physics particle accelerators next
year.

"It will have a devastating
impact and we think it is totally
undeserving," said Professor Robert
P. Redwine, head of the Laboratory

•• '-" for Nucle~r Science, which runs'
, Bat~s. The cut "is not based on a

real understanding of what goes on
at these labs," he said.

The speed with which the budget
mark was passed surprised MIT
officials. The preliminary markup,
released Tuesday, was approved
yesterday. The markup eliminates
the $18.6 million the Clinton admin-
istration had requested for Bates, as
well as funding for four other accel-
erator programs across the country.

Located in Middleton, Mass.,
Bates employs 122 and is used by
six MIT professors', several senior
research scientists, and 22 graduate
students. Researchers from across

the country, including 30 graduate
students from other schools, also
use the Bates facili~.

Two last-minute amendments to
the budget proposal failed yesterday
on a pai r of 12-12 votes. The
amendments were introduced by
Rep. John W. Olver, a Massachu-
setts Democrat, and Rep. Vernon J.
Ehlers, a Michigan Republican and
a Berkeley-educated physicist.

"These facilities are not only
vital for the training of students, but
also conduct important research,"
Ehlers said.

Spokesmen from MIT and the

Massachusetts Congressional dele-
gation were hopeful that funding
would be restored by the full House
Science committee. MIT spokesman
Kenneth D. Campbell noted that
Rep. Robert S. Walker (R-Pa.),
chair of the House Science Commit-
tee, voted for the amendment.

Leslie Lillard, Olver's press sec-
retary, acknowledged that it would
be more difficult to restore funding
after the subcommittee approved the
cuts.

The Bates accelerator is a
Department of Energy laboratory
operated by MIT. The facility is a

medium-energy electron accelera-
tor. "The electrons are used to do
precise experiments studying the
structure of nuclei and protons and
neutrons," Redwine said.

A recent upgrade added a stretch-
er/storage ring to the end of the lin-
ear accelerator. "This will allow
unique experiments in this important
research area," Redwine said. Bates
also has the world's highest resolu-
tion energy loss spectrometer for
measuring particle energy.

Along with Bates, four other

Bates, Page 24

Loans, Page 10

translates to a total reduction of
about $24 billion over the four
years.

The House and Senate budgets
will be reconciled over the summer,
and a final bill will probably be
voted on by both houses of Con-
gress in September.

Professor J. David Litster PhD
'65, vice president and dean for
research, cautioned that while the
cuts would be serious if implement-
ed, the budget was still far from
being approved.

"What finally counts is what the
appropriation committees appropri-
ate, what the Senate passes, what
emerges from the House-Senate
conference, and what the president
signs," he said. uIt will be a long
summer."

By way of explanation, Republi-
cans say the cuts, which take aim at
programs ranging from weather
satellites to nuclear fusion pro-
grams, target waste and backing of
corporations rather than basic sci-

7JIOMAS R. KARLQ-THE TECH
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As the Republican-controlled
Congress moves to balance the bud-
get by 2002, it is proposing broad
cuts in all areas of domestic spend-
ing, many of which will have a seri-
ous impact on MIT and the nation's
higher education system.

A resolution passed late last
month by the House of Representa-
tives proposes to eliminate the
Departments of Energy, Education,
and Commerce as well as the in-
school interest exemption for gov-
ernment student loans. By contrast,
the Senate version eliminates only
one department - commerce -
and would eliminate only the inter-
est subsidy for graduate and profes-
sional students.

In addition to abolishing the
three departments, the House bill
would lower funding for civilian
science research in the House bud-
get from about $32 billion last year
to $24 billion in 2000, a cut that

By Sarah Y. Kelghtley
and Jeremy Hylton
STAFF REPORTERS

Congressional Cuts
ffit Student Loans

Alex Jun, 3, taes to the .., while playing In the Inftated
fIIIr ......... Kresp AudItorIum.
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In the 19408, Vannevar Bush ' 16 promoted "the
vision of federal support for university research and,
implicitly, for the education of undergraduate and
graduate students for the good of the county," said
Moses. "That compact is now being questioned."

Joel Moses

estimated 8,000 relatives and guests.
A total of 2,026 degrees, 961

undergradUate and 1,065 advanced,
will be awarded from the Institute's
five schools and 21 academic
departments.

,Hanna H. Gray, preSident emeri-
tus of the University of Chicago,
will deliver the main Commence-
ment address. President Charles M.
Vest will give' the charge to the
graduates; aJ)d MIT Corporation
Chairman Paul E. Gray' 54 will pre-
side over the ceremonies.

Exercises begin at 9:45 a.m. with
the traditional academic procession
from 77 Massachusetts Ave. to Kil-
lian Court. Students will begin the
procession at the Johnson Athletic
Center, where they will line up by
degree and department. They will be
'led in the march to Killian by Chief
Marshall R. Gary Schweickhardt
SM '73, president of the MIT

CommeIIClNnent, Page 24

Moses Named New Provost

INSIDE ..

By Daniel C. Stevenson
EDITOR IN CHlEF

Dean of the School of Engineering Joel Moses
PbD '67 was confirmed as the Institute's next
provost by the Corporation Executive Committee
last night. President Charles M. Vest announced
Tuesday afternoon his intention to nominate Moses
to the position.

Moses succeeds Mark S. Wrighton, who is step-.
ping down today to become the chanc 1I0r of Wash-
ington University in St. Louis.

The appointment fills the first of several gaps in
the senior administration, which include ,the dean for
undergraduate education and student affairs, dean of
the graduate school, and associate provost of the arts.
However, "no other positions will be announced
until further into the summer," Vest said.

Moses "will be the next in a line of distinguished
scie~tists and engineers who have served superbly in
this important position," said Vest. His "deep knowl-
edge of MIT,' varied educational background, eclec-
tic intellectual interests, respect for faculty culture,
and thoughtful understanding of the current forces
for change will make him an outstanding institution-
al leader for our times."

Moses brings a broad educational background
and successful computer science and engineering
career to the position. "For me, the magic lies in the
endless oppottu:nities to work with and to come to
know individuals of the highest caliber across all the
disciplines and ranks," Moses said.

• MIT Libraries installs
new system. Page 9

• Three named Institute
Professors. Page 10

• President Charles M.
,Vest reflects on his
tenure. Page 20

By Amy I. Hau
STAFF REPORTER

Today the well-kept grass ofK::tl-
Iiart Court will host MIT's 129th
Commencement exercises, bringing
together 1,794 graduates and an

I 1,794 Students to
Graduate Today
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Christopher Says Israel-8yria
Talks Enter 'New Phase'

\

'~

about his apparent intentions -
quickly denied - to broaden th
potential use of U.S. ground troops
in Bosnia.

Referring to CI inton as ".the
commander in chief," White House
aides talked about bringing the res-
cued pilot to Washington for a wel-
come-home ceremony to try to
catch a little reflected glory.
. Those plans remained uncertain,

however.
The White House scorned earlier

claims by the Bosnian Serbs that
they had been holding O'Grady.
Those claims were "consis~ent wit~..I
the outrageous behavior we have~
seen. from the Serbs throughout the
Bosnian conflict," said McCurry,
adding that they were "obviously
lying."

Although he shared sOtne of the
credit for the wildly successful res-
cue operation, the mission did not
win Clinton any relief from con-
gre~sional crit,icism of his Bosnian ~
polIcy. -v-r

The House decision to lift ~the
arms embargo against Bosnia came
on a 318-99 vote on an amendment
to a bill that would cut foreign aid--'
and reorganize the State Depart-
ment.

The administration has disre-
garded other, non-binding votes on
raising the embargo, but its sponsors -
contended that this measure would
be binding if it is also approved by
the Senate.

Opponents have long argued that
lifting the embargo would step up ~
the fighting and force the adminis- J.-.
tration to deliver on a promise to
send in 25,000 troops to assist'in a
U.N. pullolit from -Bosnia.

spoke by telephone to the pilot, who
was aboard the amphibious assault
ship Kearsarge, where he was being
treated for hypothermia, exposure
and a burn.

For the White House, lately
besieged by attacks on its Bosnia
policy, O'Grady's rescue was a
tonic. His return laid to rest Clin-
ton's pri~ate fears that the pilot
was captured by Bosnian Serb
forces, held hostage and would be
paraded before television cameras
in the kind of political drama that
helped undo Jimmy Carter's presi-
dency.

In other developments Thursday:
-NATO defense ministers for-

mally endorsed a British-French
plan for a 10,00D-member force
capable of protecting United
Nations peacekeepers from military
threat.

-The U.S. House of Represen-
tatives voted for a unilateral lifting
of the arms embargo on Bosnia,
amid-continued sharp congressional
criticism of the administration poli-
cy on the 3-year-old civil war.
Embargo opponents have long
argued that it most penalizes the
Muslim-led Bosnian government
and aids Bosnian Serbs, who, gener-
ally, have been better armed.

-Sniper and artillery fire rocked
Sarajevo for the second consecutive
day, as officials of several humani-
tarian relief groups met with readers
of the Bosnian Serb military forces
in their Pale headquarters to discuss
opening aid routes.

. A newly released opinion poll
had suggested that Clinton's job-
approval rating was' again in
decline, after last week's publicity

"It becomes a mind game," said known to have used to contact
Chapman. "You;re only limited by search teams flying overhead. In the
your imagination." vest were another distress beacon.

As a SERE training school stu- and signal mirror, a first aid kit and
dent, O'Grady' had been left cold compass, as well as face paint and
and hungry in the mountains of camouflage.
.northeast Washington state, 'near Detail are not yet known of what !1.
his home in Spokane. During the O'Grady did to try to make contact
three-week course he learned to eat with the skyful of fighter jets and
black ants and grasshoopers (to be surveillapce planes he must have
singed first to remove bacteria), to known were flying overhead 24
bounce the sun's rays off a mirroJ:' hours a day with electronic monitor-
and back onto a target, to make ing equipment, radar and high-reso-
tools from branches and shelter lution aerial cameras. --
.from earth. The light, hand-held survival

He learned how to relieve bore- radio can be switched from a signal
dom and ke~p his hopes up. He was transmitter .to a voice transmitter by
taught "to think positive things," the pilot. The voice tra.nsmitter is
said Ch~pman: From the experience usually switched on only when a
of fonner captives and lost airmen, downed pilot can actually see a ".JII
O'Grady learned "to play entire search or rescue plane. ~
rounds of golf and chess" in Ilis O'Grady also carried in his vest
trlind. kit a "Global Positioning System

"He learned his lessons well and Receiver," a kind of a worldwide
then executed his lessons when it compass that allows him to know
mattered most," Adm. William where he is. If the GPS remained
Owens, vice chairman of the joint functional after he landed, the infor-
chiefs of staff, said Thursday. He mation from it would have been
acknowledged that little was known vital to letting others locate him and
yet about exactly what O'Grady did carry out the kind of quick rescue
to survive after his F -16C was operation that whisked him to safety
downed by Bosnian Serbs. ~s the sun was dawning Thursday

But it seemed likely that the two morning. .
basic F-16 pilot sU!ViyaJ k~ .helpe~ Defense officials said U.S. pilots--.4
O'Grady to get along on.~und, had been picking up what Owens
and to bring him~lf.t;o~t'Ut~ .. 'described as "very random kinds of
O,frescue aircrafr~~ .. 1.'C3~ , 'pieces of information" that could
tured. ".' "~.:.;:I ..... '. . not be definitively tied to O'Grady

One kit wa'S:~td irt the '. 'most of this week. It was during this
seat of his F-16 arid: attached to a period that Air Force Chief of Staff
30-foot rope. It contained a- survival Ronald Fogleman let it slip at a Pen-
radio, a handgun, signal flares and tagon ceremony that some signals
mirror, a first aid 'ki 'and compass, were being picked up from the
whistle, water and distress radio ground.
beacon. The other kit, which he A day later Pentagon spokesman
wore in his vest,. had the battery- Kenneth Bacon insisted no signals
powered PRC-112A radio he is were-being received.

By Dana Priest
TIlE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

Capt. Scott F. O'Grady fell
from the sky with sophisticated
military training in his head and a
special "Evasion Chart" in his vest
pocket.

Made of waterproof, tear-resis-
tant lightweight material, the 3-foot-
by-5-foot map of northwestern
Bosnia doubled as a survivalist
how-to manual.

Typed on the margins was
advice that might have helped keep
O'Grady alive during his six days
on the ground, notably a list of local
edible plants: wild onions, common
dandelions, licorice root, nettle.

It even included cooking and do-
it-yourself instructions. For nettle,
"Eat the young leaves after boiling.
Cooking neutralizes the plant tox-
ins. Fibrous bark of the mature
plants can be twisted and. braided
into a strong twine."

Basic to the Air Force's Sur-
vival, Evasion, Rescue, and Escape
(SERE) training that had prepared
O'Grady for this day, the "Evasion
Chart" was itse!f also a piece of sur-
v"val equipment.

It remind.ed him that "Other
Uses For This Map" included: To
catch rain for drinking water. For
shade from ..wind and rain. To haul
water or food. To line a hole or
d~pression for storag~. To wrap
clothing. As an extra layer of
clothes. To splint a broken wrist. To
plug a chest wound.

But perhaps the most important
thing he carried with him, said Lt.
Cot. John Chapman, Commander of
the Joint Services Survival, Evasion,
Rescue and Escape Agency, was the
will tQ survive.

Rescued Pilot Had/Training,
Gear. to'Sunive for Days

By Paul Richter
and Art Pine
LOS A.NGELES TIMES

Rescue of Downed. Pilot
Gives Allies Momentum

WASHI GTON

America rejoiced Thursday at
the re cue of a downed F-16 pilot
from a rebel Serb-encircled hillside
in Bosnia-Herzegovina as Western
defense ministers gave the allied
effort in the Balkans war new
momentum by endorsing the cre-
ation of a multinational rapid-reac-
tion force to protect embattled U.N.
peacekeepers.

Capt. Scott 'F. O'Grady was
hailed by President Clinton as "a
true American hero," after a 40-
aircraft mission eluded Bosnian

.Serb fire to rescue O'Grady from
the fogbound forest near where hi~
F-16 was shot down six days earli-
er.

Military aides described how
O'Grady, 29, hid by day and trav-
eled by night through the wind-
swept forest, trying to contact
NA TO forces and subsisting on a
qiet of rations, insects and grass.

His plane, on a NATO patrol
over a "no-fly" zone, was brought
down by a Bosnian Serb-fired
SAM-6 missile last week after earli-
er allied air strikes on the rebel
Serb-controlled city of Pale raised
tensions in the region.

After six days of trying to read
sometimes-hopeful,- sometimes-dis-
.couraging signs of his fate, family
members and military colleagues
exulted when they learned that he
was safe. . ~

"We are so grateful and so
thankful," said an emotiomil Mary
Lou Scardapone, his mother, after
she and other family mem'bers

.WEATHER
Clearing and cooler

By Michael C. Morgan
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

WASHINGTON

The Justice Department's antitrust division is looking into how an
electronic network that Microsoft Corp. plans to launch in August
might affect the on-line industry.

America Online in Vienna, CompuServe and Prodigy, the coun-
try's three leading commercial oo-line services, received requests for
information from the Justice Department earlier this week, company
representatives said. The Justice Department asked the companies to
respond on an unusually tight deadline: ideally, by Friday.

"We have a lot of this information assembled," said Kent Stuckey,
general counsel for CompuServe. "The request is actually a continua-
tion of a dialogue that had been going on for some time. I expect we
could respond pretty promptly," he added.

This is the third time the Justice Department has looked at the
business practices of Microsoft, the world's largest personal comput-
er software company.

Last summer, after an almost five-year government investigation,
Microsoft agreed to change how it licenses its DOS and Windows
"operating system" software. That settlement has yet to be approved
by a judge. In April, the department filed suit against Microsoft's
plans to acquire Intuit Inc., the country's biggest provider of personal
finance software, causing Microsoft to drop the deal.

Yesterday the department would not confirm the precise nature of
its inquiry into the network. "We're looking at the possibility of anti-
competitive practices in the computer software industry," said Gina
Talamona, a spokeswoman for the department. _

Greg Shaw, a spokesman for Microsoft, said the company
couldn't comment on whether there was an investigation going on.
Even so, he added, "It's not any secret that several of our competitors
are lobbying the Justice Department to look at the Microsoft Net-
work."

'Tax Cut' Issue Hangs
Over HillBudget Thlks

Justice Department
Again Scrntinizing Microsoft

WASHrNGTO

As congressional negotiators fonnally began talks Thursday in
search of a compromise budgeJ plan, House Republicans voted over-
whelmingly to reaffirm their support of a $354 billion tax cut and a
dozen influential Senate Republicans vowed to oppose any plan that
includes a major tax cut.

Thirty-one Republican and Democratic House and Senate confer-
ees held what is likely.to be their only public meeting before GOP
leaders hammer out a compromise behind closed doors.

While Senate Budget Committee Chairman Pete V. Domenici, R-
N.M., and House Budget Committee Chairman John R. Kasich, R-
Ohio, had little to say about taxes in their opening remarks, a growing
rift between conservative and moderate Republicans over taxes has
greatly complicated prospects for reaching a settlement.

The House-passed GOP resolution calls for a $354 billion tax cut,
including a $50o-a-child tax credit and a sharp reduction in the capi-
tal gains tax, while the Senate version contains no specific tax cuts,
only the promise of $170 billion in tax relief down the road provided
Congress succeeds in adopting a budget certified by the Congression-
al Budget Office to eliminate the deficit.

. JERUSALEM

Secretary of State Warren Christopher arrived here Thursday on
his 13th Middle East shuttle mission amid signs of movement in the
long moribund talks between Syria and Israel.

There has been a striking change in tone by both governments in
recent days, enough so that the habitually cautious Christopher
allowed himself to declare the opening of a "new phase" between the
historic foes and "a moment of real momentum in the peace process."

early every day since late last month, a top Israeli government
figure has broken new ground in intimating Israel's willingness to
give up the Golan Heights, the strategic plateau conquered from Syria
in the 1967 Middle East war. The characteristically harsh Syrian
press, for its part, has welcomed the Israeli remarks and praised the
American mediating role.

In Thursday's editions of the Syrian newspaper Al Baath, which
conforms precisely to the government line, editor Turki Sakr wrote of
the "positive expectations drawn from the American sponsor's
engagement," adding that. they had made "brighter the prospects of
the breakthrough that the intensified American efforts are meant to
achieve."

A persistent easterly flow will keep .lo~ cloud, driZzle, -an.a fog
flirting with the coasts of southern New England tOday. As ~.~ ,,[
high pressure builds in from the northwest, skjes wiJ) begin !~.~le,ar. .
An approaching disturbance from the west tb,reatens to brlOg '~lotids.:
and shower over the weekend. • .

Today: Becoming mostly sunny and cool. Highs near 70°F
(21°C). Winds east 7-13 mph (11-21 kph). .

Tonight: Clear early then increasing clouds. Low 57°F (14°C).
Saturday: Cloudy with a few showers. High near 70°F (2 1°C).

Low around 60°F (16°C).



Three Men Arrested inScheme to
Export Nuclear Material to Iraq
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Justics Department Refuses
To Enter Gay Rights Case

WASHINGTON

With President Clinton's backing, Attorney General Janet Reno
Thursday said the J'lstice Departinent will stay out of a major gay
rights test case before the Supreme Court over Colorado's ban on
extending discrimination laws to homosexuals.

Reno's decision, administration officials said, followed an extend-
ed and vigor:ous debate within the White House over whether enter-
ing the fight on behalf of gay rights advocates carried a political cost
for Clinton. Reno said the Justice Department decided against enter-
ing the case because there was no federal issue at stake.

The decision infuriated gay rights activists, some of whom warned
that Clinton risks losing a community that was an important fund-
raising ally when he ran for president in 1992 but has since turned
disillusioned.

The attorney general told reporters at her weekly news conference
that there was no reason for the Justice Department to intervene as a
"friend of the court" in arguing against a Colorado constitutional
amendment that bars state and local laws protecting gays from bias in
employment, housing and public accommodations.

Senate Republicans May Consider
Tenn Limits on Leaders

WASHINGTON

The leader of a Senate Republican task force that proposed rules
to strengthen party discipline said Thursday additional changes may
be made to include imposing term limits on Senate leaders as well as
heads of committees.

Support for some kind of leadership term limits - similar to
those imposed by the House on its speaker earlier this year -
emerged during a closed-door meeting of Gap senators to begin dis-
cussion of the plan, which is aimed at enforcing more party unity and
decreasing reliance on seniority as a way of choosing committee
chairmen. The effort grew out of the furor last March over the refusal
by Appropriations Committee Chairman Mark O. Hatfield, R-Ore., to
support the balanced budget constitutional amendment and an
abortive attempt by some conservatives to strip the veteran Gap
moderate of his chairmanship.

Hatfield's critics succeeded in forcing appointment of the task
force, whose recommendations to impose more discipline on com-
mittee chairmen nettled some of the long-serving moderates who
head powerful committees, including Sen. John H. Chafee (R.I.),
chairman of the Environment and Public Works Committee. At
Thursday's meeting, Chafee focused on two specific proposals,
which call for development of a legislative agenda at the start of
every new Congress and seek to empower the Senate Republican
leader to nominate a slate of committee chairmen for approval by all
Gap senators.

"To force us all to walk in lockstep is bad for the party," especial-
I ly in areas like southern New England, where it is difficult to elect

Republican senators, Chafee told reporters after the meeting. Repub-
licans like to talk about being "a big tent," but "this is jamming us
into a pup tent," he complained.
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political consulting firm $65,000,
ostensibly to hire a new marketing
employee. The money actually was
used to payoff a real estate loan
incurred by the King's River Land
Co., a corporation that included
Smith, McDougal and Tucker,
according to court papers.

Tucker Will be arraigned next
week on charges that he falsely
obtained a separate $300,000 loan
from Hale's company and conspired
to defraud the IRS of nearly $2 mil-
lion in taxes. Neither he nor
McDougal were charged Thursday
in connection with Smith's loan.
McDougal has been notified he is a
target of Starr's investigation.

"This misdemeanor dispQsition
does J10t involve the Clintons in any
way, nor does it relate to the White-
water Development Co. The charge
arises out of Mr. Smith's private
business affairs," said Clinton
lawyer David Kendall.

Indicted on charges of illegally
attempting to export zirconium in
violation of U.S. trade sanctions
against Iraq was Demetrios
Demetrios, 40, the owner of Inter-
global Man\lfacturing Enterprises
with offices in Greece, Moscow and
New York, and two companions,
Renos Kourtides, 55, and Constan-
tin Zahariadis, 50.

Kourtides is a former president
of the Marathon National Bank in
New York City. Zahariadis, a Greek
citizen, is in the export-import busi-
ness, federal officials said.

The defendants allegedly also
raised the possibility of selling plu-
tonium or enriched uranium from
the former Soviet- Union. But .they .
stressed purchases of these sensitive
items would have to await comple-
tion of the zirconium transactions,
authorities said.

tures. Smith pleaded guilty to a sin-
gle misdemeanor conspiracy count.

Smith becomes the 11 th person
who has faced charges in an investi-
gation that arose out of a land deal
by Bill and Hillary Rodham Clinton
and broadened into an examination
of possible wrongdoing by various
Arkansas. political figures at finan-
cial institutions and federal agen-
cies. The investigation's offshoots'
have led to legal trouble for the
president's closest friends and polit-
ical associates.

Smith's plea agreement said in
early 1986 he and former S&L
owner James B. McDougal submit-
ted a phony loan proposal to Capital
Management Services Inc., the
SBA-backed firm owned by David
Hale, a former Little Rock munici-
pal judge and Democratic Party
operative who has been cooperating
in the Whitewater investigation
since last year. CMS lent Smith's

agents said, originated in the
Ukraine and may have been shipped
with the ba~king of renegade former
Soviet military officers or Russian
organized crime.

"In the wake of the breakup of
the Soviet Union, there have been
concerns' that nuclear weapon 'com-
ponents produced there might fall
into the hands of terrorists or rogue
nations," said James Kalls.trom,
assistant director in charge of the
FBI's New York field office.

"The potential result of their
obtaining such material could only
be described as catastrophic," Kall-
strom said. "The possibility of the
sale and diversion of nucl ear-materi-
al is too real."J . l I

The arrests resulted from an elab-
orate sting which lasted more than a
year and even featured a U.S. agent
posing as an Iraqi defense minister.
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linton Friend 'Pleads Guilty
To Misapplying Loan Funds
By Susan Schmidt
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

Whitewater independent counsel
Kenneth W. Starr Thursday stepped
up his prosecution of Arkansas
Democratic Party figures who

.pped into a local kitty of federally
cked loans intended for disadvan-.

taged people. Just a day after Gov.
Jim Guy Tucker was indicted in
connection .with the loan program,
Stephen Smith, a longtime associate
of Tucker and President Clinton,
pleaded guilty to misapplying loan
funds. •

Smith, who was one of Clinton's
closest aides during the early years
of his political'career, agreed to
cooperate with prosecutors looking
into allegations that leading mem-
bers of the state's "political family"

, .. ed a capital venture firm backed
by the Small Business Administra-
tion ~or personal and political ven-

- T. "By John J. Goldman
and WliUam C. Rempel
WS ANGELES TIMES

NEW YORK

" Federal authorities arrested a for-
mer bank president and two com-
panions Thursday on charges of
attempting. to illegally export
nuclear-related materials ~o Iraq.

The investigation, in which U S.
Customs agents posed as arms mer-

. chants for Saddam Hussein, also
resulted in the seizure here of five
tons of zirconium, the largest confis-
cation of such materials in U.S. his-
tory.

U.S. law and U.N. resolutions
prohibit all trade with Iraq_ except

< for humanitarian items and- forbid
any nuclear weapons development.
Zirconium is critical to the opera-
tion of nuclear reactors.

All of the materials, Customs

, I

Graduate
Student
Council

Funding Board requests for the summer term
are due in the GSC offcie, 50-222, by 4 PM on

. Monday, June 12.

The' GSC Funding Board will meet on Wednesday,
June 14 starting at 3 PM to allocate summer funding.

If you are interested in participating, email
gsc-treasurer@mit.

Next meetings:

APPC - June 13
Activitites - June 22
Orientation - June 29

Congrats to all the graduates -
you are now free!!

Take Ille out
to the ball gaIlle...

The GSC is going to Fenway to see the
Red Sox vs. Oakland

on Sat., June 10 (1 PM). Tickets are only
$5! !!!! Stop by the GSC office and buy

your tickets (tickets are first come
first served). For more info,

emailgsc-admin@mit.

Congratulations to the following award
winners selected by 'the GSC ...

Teaching Awards Horton Fellowship
Prof. Arnold Barnett Sangam, The Indian Students'
Prof. Munther DaWeh Association
Prof. Michaei Dennis .

TATom Svrcek Sjzer Award
Prof. G. Peter Wilson TA Shane Crotty

Prof. Shigeru Miyagawa

The GSC Grocery Shuttle
will continueto run its normal Back by popular demand ...
route duringthe summer,but Th Gsc.n . b . . . M alonly ONCEeach Sat. startingat . e WI agaIn e organIZIng a tnp to ontre

10 AM. The shuttlewin for the IIIllll~IfIll&(b1<n>Ill&ll JJ~rA IF~m(b1~&ll (June 30 -
The GSC would also like to send acontinueas long as ridership July 3). The trip will include transportationand lodging.

does not get too low! For Detailsare beingworkedout. To find out more, cometo the special congrats to two of its own:
details, see the GSC webpage activitiesmeetingor get on the GSCmailinglist (sendemail to Joseph Bambanek and Susan Ipri

or emailjsriver@mit.sc_r uest@mit). for winning Compton Awards!

All Graduate Students are invited to all our meetings. Most are held at 5:30pm in 50-222 and dinner is served.
Stay informed about all our events! Check out 'our web page http://www.mit.edu:8001/activities/gsc/gsc.html
Add yourself to our mailing list by typing blanche gsc-official -a username, or send email to gsc-request@mit.
Questions,comments,ideas? Give us a call at 3-2195 or send email to gsc-admin@mit.

mailto:emailjsriver@mit.sc_r
http://www.mit.edu:8001/activities/gsc/gsc.html
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Solar Car Team
Adviser Ends

Outstan9ing Tenure
Three years ago, the MIT Solar/Electric

Vehicle team asked Kathleen Allen to become
the team's next adviser. From her unusual ini-
tial qualifications of a having a fine knowl-
edge of pianos, being a willing faculty mem-
ber, and possessing a conveniently-located
woodworking shop, she became a valuable
member of the team.

Sadly, this summer's Sunrayce will mark
the end of her tenure with the tearn. We would
like Kathleen to gain public recognition for

Column by Raajnish A. Chitaley,
Hans C. Godfrey, J. Paul Kirby,
and Stacy E. McGeever

We urge President Charles M. Vest and
Prj)vost Joel Moses to divide the Office of
Undergraduate Education and S~udent Affairs
by appointing a Dean for Undergraduate Edu-
cation (DUE), reporting to the Provost, and a
Dean for Student Affairs (DSA), reporting to
the DUE. Further, as relevant personalities
consider whom to appoint as Dean for Student
Affairs, we would like to bring attention to
someone with whom too many students and
faculty are too unfamiliar, yet who is very
influential in student affairs: Stephen D.
Immerman, director of special services for the
senior vice president.

A divided Dean's Office?
A community which is nervous about

MIT's real attitude toward student affairs
would understandably worry that a DSA sub-
ordinate to a DUE might mean MIT i,s seizing
an opportunity to demote the importance of
the out-of-c1assroom experience.

We believe the true test lies instead in how
effectively the DSA is supervised, advised,
and informally guided by what is the true
arbite of the undergraduate experience: the
faculty.

The provost is a very busy person from
whom many people need supervision and
guidance. A dean can usually get the provost's
attention easily enough, but keeping focused
attention for very long can be much more dif-
ficult. If the DSA reports to the provost, it
thus seems wise both that the DSA be a mem-
ber of the faculty and that he or she have
impressive understanding of the faculty's
interests to compensate for the lack of persis-
tent Provostial guidance.

But a DUE, who will surely be a member
of the faculty, would have a much more vital
link to the DSA. Residing perhaps in the same
office area, the two would regularly commu-
nicate and coordinate; the interests of the fac-
ulty would have a comfortable, focused con-
duit into the student affairs structure, and vice
versa.

Thus, this arrangement could just as well
mean that MIT believes student affairs should
occupy a more critical place - by keeping the
DSA vitally connected to the academic sector
of MIT rather than creating what one finds at
so many other schools, a "Vice President for
Student Affairs" whose peer areas are physi-
cal plant, payroll accounting, alumni fundrais-
ing, and the like.

Immerman and re-engineering
Whether the next DSA or not, Immerman

has already been given an instrumental job in

her profound effect on our organization.
Kathleen has been a model of the optimal

adviser. Serving as ombudsman, 'coordinator,
manager, leader, and friend, she has instilled
the group with a new sense of direction and
purpose. By forming relationships with con-
tacts within and outside of MIT, Kathleen has
earned the team unprecedented levels of exter-
nal support. With her unique outlook, Kath-
leen has added a human dimension which
complements the team's technical side.

,Kathleen exceeds any standard of expecta-
tion of an adviser. While some faculty may be
content to attend meetings, spout advice, and
proclaim lofty goals, Kathleen enjoys being
covered with epoxy in the middle of an. all-
night composite lay up. Kathleen is careful to

the re-engineering of student services -
including all of student affairs to be sure, but
also such areas as the Bursar's Office, the Stu-
dent Financial Aid Office, and Housing and
Food Services. Re-engineering will almost
certainly be dramatic and substantial, and
strongly determine the course of student
affairs for many decades. But re-engineering
is only now beginning and may' not conclude
for many years; a DSA will be chosen very
soon, perhaps within a few weeks. The DSA
can either be a consonant force in MIT's re-
engineering, or a dissonant one - we obvi-
ously prefer the former.

Talents and achievements
H'ow does one confidently describe what

Immerman is all about? He seems to operate
with committment to definable, articulable
agendas designed to implement definable,
articulable goals or outcomes; he is marked by
the relentless tenacity to build consensus
around those agendas, goals, and outcomes.
His last five or six years working as director
of special services put him in successful
charge of many projects involving many mil-
lions of dollars in different areas of MIT,
leaving him with an extensive collection of
connections at all levels of MIT. He has an
amazing interpretative command of MIT's
history and the context of many of its most
critical decisions, and can work in situations
requiring high public visibility or quiet, pri-
vate negotiation.

Perhaps his most recognizable accomplish-
ment to students occurred well before he was
director of special services: the redesign of the
student center. Before 1985 or so, the student,
center was largely a building of contradictions:
for instance, it was a formally arranged build-

allow the team as much autonomy as possible,
letting us learn the most from our mistakes
and successes. Her energy and enthusiasm are
contagious, serving as a source of motivation
for the entire team.

The team will continue without Kathleen
as adviser. But, while her duties will be under-
taken by others in the future, Kathleen Alleq
can never be replaced. ~

GoroTamai G
Milton D. Wong '96
Wandy Sae-Tan '97

David G. Leip G
. D. Karl Critz '96

Professor J. Kim Vandiver PhD '75
• and others

MIT Solar/Electric Vehicle Team

ing which students used informally; it con-.i
tained commercial organziations yet was a
financial burden to MIT. Immerman
.redesigned the entire concept of the student
center and directed the renovation, leaving the
building we see today, and particularly the first
floor, much better organized for the needs of
students as well as the rest ofthe community.

Student affairs
What might he do as dean for student

affairs? We are fairly confident he would
build consensus with the faculty, students, and
student affairs staff on definable, articulable
goals for what students as individuals should
get ou1' of the nonacademic experience; then
relentlessly and efficiently pursue those goals.
We would not be surprised to see a printed
curriculum for the nonacademic experience. It
need not be his personal opinion of what the
curriculum. should be; it 'wiJJ be the communi-
ty's, and if it just so happens that the commu-
nity's opinion turns out to closely resemble
what his was in the first place, it wouldn't be

. the first time - but this g~s to his skills as a .
consensus builder, not his bedtime reading of
Machiavelli. This coherence of method, focus
on ultimate goals, and litany of accomplish-
ment would be the most obvious marks he
would leave as dean.

Immerman's principal handicap as DSA is
apparent: he is not a member of the MIT fac-
ulty. But the importance of the DSA coming
from the faculty diminishes substantially if the
DSA reports to the DUE, for reasons we have
described earlier.

Second, he has for the past five or six years
been the right hand man of Senior Vice Presi-

Dean, Page 5

V. Michael Bove '83, Robert E.
Malchman '85, Thomas T. Huang '86, Reu-
ven M. Lerner '92, Josh Hartmann '93.
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Finger-Wagging- Moralists -Hurting Themselves, Society
Guest Column by Kostas Arkoudas

America nowadays is chock-full of finger-
agging moralists who have come to realize

that playing Robin Hood for the "disadvan-
taged" has salutary career effects and have
rushed to cash in on the trend. Which is really
easy. All they have to do is pick a few buzz-
words from the ever-expanding victimization

~t abulary and start heaving them randomly
1 nd right with much ado and histrionics.
And, more importantly, they have to play
prosecutor. They must bring the villains to
justice. They must accuse. And they must
accuse with all the fervor that befits their ele-

vated moral stature.
You see, there is this law of folk psycholo-

gy which says that when you accuse someone
you indirectly make yourself .look better.
When you accuse the bad guys you sequester
yourself from them, you put yourself on the
other side of the fence. And who's on the
other side of the fence QPposite the bad guys?
The good guys! See how easy it is? All Jane
Doe has to do is point her finger to someone,
preferably a heterosexual white male, and call
them "racist," "sexist," "animal abuser" -
whatever pleases her. Jane Doe immediately
becomes the torchbearer of justice and equali-
ty, a ehampion' of humanity, a paragon of

virtue and moral excellence.
For further illustration ofthis technique the

interested reader is referred to the article by
Kristen K. Nummerdor '94 ["GOP Is Not Just
Problem for Queers," April 28]. In that article,
Ms. Nummerdor set out to address several
issues on the GOP agenda, ranging from
crime and the economy to drugs, tax fraud,

.and others. Predictably, nothing of relevance
or substance was said about any of these
issues. Not one number, not one fact. Nothing.
The entire article was just a continuous stream
of vague mumblings about victimization and
abuse. A truly superb violin performance on
Ms. Nummerdor's part, and' one that will no
doubt have many encores in her future .career.
After all, who cares about substance and rele-
vance? Heck, who cares about facts any
more? Nowadays facts are demode, obsolete,
having taken a back seat to the real issue, dis-
crimination. Everything nowadays revolves
around discrimination and abuse. In every-
thing there is a victim and a victimizer. -

Unfortunately, this kind of petty moraliz-
ing is not all comedy. In fact, when done as
rampantly as it has been done over the past
decade, it has some pretty grave societal
ramifications. First of all, it adds oil to a fire
that is already running out of control. Ameri-
ca is already a bitter, litigious, tense, and
deeply divided society. Hysterical accusa-
tions and counter-accusations reverberate in
her halls and courtrooms day in and day out.
When people are not too busy shooting one
another, they are suing one another. Blacks
and Latinos have been wronged by the
whites, Asians by both whites and blacks,

whites by affirmative action, immigrants by
the natives, animals by lab scientists, chil-
dren by their parents, patients by their doc-
tm'S, women by men, queers by straights,
straights by queers, the Arabs by the Jews,
and the Jews by everybody. In this atmos-
phere, to engage in senseless victimization
rhetoric is to pour salt on an open wound -
regardless of whether it's done by the mass
media (which have realized that anger and
conflict sell much better than the lukewarm
callings for peace and unity), or by some of
the more militant champions of minority
causes (most of whom are astute business-
men living off book-writing and the $10,000-
an-appearance lecture circuit), or by individ-
ual Zorros such as Nummerdor.

Of course in the end the incessant com-
plaining becomes self-defeating - people are
just getting sick of the never-ending whining,
plain and simple. But, in the process, discrimi-
nation is trivialized. Racism, sexism, etc., are
all real, substantive issues that need to be
taken seriously. Those who trumpet them
senseless have only managed to depreciate
their gravity, to take away from their legitima-
cy. In that sense, the peddlers of victimization
have been digging their own grave - they've
been crying wolf one too many times. People
who would normally be open-minded and sen-
sitive to injustice are becoming cynically
thick-skinned about it just as an adverse psy-
chological reaction to all the fanfare and the
hypocrisy. No one can profit from such a state
of affairs in the long run, not even the breast-
beating Robin Hoods who have been crying
"Injustice!" all the way to their banks.

~~y Call'~ Buildings and Ground&Look Nice Year-Round?
Column by Thomas R. Karlo 0" 'why MIT students and alumni are not as up in Sunday best for Commencement, the the rest of the year might not increase Alumni
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR.' • proud of their alma mater as the 'graduafes of rest of the year the campus falls into the shab- donations. But it would allow MIT students to

The last few weeks at'the Institute have other top ranked universities. I think that the by disrepair of an undergrad who's spent a be proud not only of surviving MIT, but of
been a time of activity and change. If you "Commencement clean-up" can offer an inter- few days too many in the Athena cluster. Not being able to spend several years of their life
didn't" 'fiave the opportunity to be on campus, esting 'explan'ation fOf tHis phenomenon: long from now, the hastily laid down sod will here. And who knows - maybe if our cam-
it's" not apparent how much work has gone Every year, the'campus undergoes this have been trampled back to dust, the carpets pus was as weB-maintained as other Cam-
into p~paring the buildings' and grounds for transformation. Walls are 'painted, banisters will be once again sticky in places, and the' bridge universities during the year, we'l'n'lght
t day's Commencement activfti~s. JJut'for ~vamished;-and flooQ;'polished. Outside,.beau- shine will wear off the campus. The Institute increase the percentage of students 'who

t>se of us who reside here during ~e rest of .tiful.carpefs of sOd ate rolled out over the bare will become once again dull and 'gray. accept admission offers. And that, if nothing
the y,ear, it's' be:en quite exciting to 'see our gro,und'surrounding Institute buildings, an~ . Those who decide how and when else, would be something worthwhile for the
carn'il ,lgOlfroili lis nblfu~tlst3ttf o.tlte'lH(;auti.; f<.'theyelloWt'optfbarHers U.sed'{o."Ho'rtatlfe fur ~reso\h'ces' are :sperit'to'ma\ntain' MlT .shou\d " administration.lifuI, s l~lWg"pl.ateJ{tie erHo~ ~iIt gfuatiat'~':'. '.denfcr:urlngrt~e' ~_~~m"(1o~.jDohW~':~e~ ;..ltake'id~rlg har~'look'.at Wh~t they'r~'d0It1g. " This Augu~t, th~ c1.ass of 1999 wi~1arrive
from thl~ JTI9rnmg.. .. - cleaned; elevatorshav~ thel . floors waxed'so' Graduatmg sentors aren't gomg to have four at MIT to begm theIr tIme at MIT. I Sincerely

One af the questions that. cdtitinualty much your shoes- squeak: Where I live, we years' memory of dodging the rats roaming hope that they will arrive on a campus that is
ha.unts many at MIT is why~ despite being.the ,even got new shower curtains, just in time for Amherst Alley as they headed to their dorm at all they expected and more. If given such a
top science and enginee~ing schQol !n ~he those of us preparing to leave for summer night erased so easily. Nor will returning better environment in which to live and work,
nation', ;and one of the very best overall.uni- .. housing. alumni suddenly believe that the Institute has maybe they will consider their time at MIT
versities, the Institute continues to' suffer both These changes are'-an indication of where changed into a gleaming realm. less of a test of endurance than a time of
from poor ~ecogn~tion among the public, and the problem lies. Whil~ ou-r sch~I'may dress Making MIT a more livable place .during oppor-unity.

"mmerma~ Well-Qualified for Dean for Student Affairs Post
Dean, from Page 4

ent William R. Dickson '56, who -reports
irectly to Vest. The case could bt1 made that

anyone acting with the imprimatur of t,he
senior vice president would of course get a
great deal accomplished, command respect,
and so forth, and that this need not at all trans-
late into confidenc,e that he or sh.e could suc-
cessfully manage a large, diverse staff without
such an imprimatur. We believe this misses
the point not only of what Immerman accom-
plished before he worked for Dickson, but
ignores entirely that while director of special
services he has also been the formal supervi-

- '.

sor of Graphic Arts and the Campus Activities
Complex - for which he, not Dickson, is pri-
marily re~ponsible. And it completely misses
~hy he. was fit for. Dickson's imprimatur in
t1ie first place. '
. ' Third, Immerman has a great deal of ambi-

tion and. drive. The case could also be made
that he may have ambition, good ideas,. and
even the right ideas, but if appointed as DSA
would be quickly stymied by the bureaucratic
student affairs staff, and either bum out quick-
ly and quit, or worse: burn out slowly and stay.
But even leaving his record of accomplish-
ments aside, this concern is also misplaced. He
is ambitious about what can be accomplished

in student affairs and he is anything but naive,
seldom being mistaken about what he cannot
accomplish. Finally, the student affairs staff,
nearly without exception, do not suffer from
bureaucratic stubbornness; most are good peo-
ple trying to get good things done. Managing
the diversity of goals within the Dean's Office
is a challenge, but one to which Immerman is
arguably well-suited. He started out at MIT in
the Dean's Office in 1979 and was an assistant
dean from 1982-84, so the ways of the Dean's
Office are not foreign to him.

In summary, we think Immerman's talents,
accomplishments, and potential handicaps
merit attention from faculty, students, and

those choosing the next DSA, since he will be
instrumental in student services re-engineer-
ing, since he is an respectable candidate for
DSA, and because of his current role in stu-
dent affairs -. informal and with great influ-
ence.

Raajnish A. Chitaley '95 has served as
Undergraduate Association Treasurer; Hans
C. Godfrey '93 as UA President; J. Paul
Kirby '92 as UA Vice President; Stacy E.
McGeever '93 as UA President. They offer
their sincere congratulations to Professor
Joel Mosesfor accepting,for the sake of MIT,
the demotionfrom dean of the School a Engi-
neering toprovost.

All international students who are interested
in applying for either pre-graduation or
post-graduation Optional Practical Training

""'.1 ~~houlddo so as soon as possible. ;fhe
deadline for application is 60 days after --.
graduation. It is currently taking five weeks
to have the application approved by the
Immigration Service. Information about the
procedures to follow and the documents'
required are available in the Internationaf'- '
Student,Office (5-106).

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS. APPLY NOW ..

FOR PRACTICAL TR.AINING

I.

The Committee on Campus Race Relations

would like to thank all of you who have submitted grants applications and worked 6n
Committee-sponsored programs during 'the past year.

Next year, grant applications will be due October 15, December 15, and April 15.
Application forms are available from the office of Dean Ayida Mthembu, Room 5-106.

We've just issued a newly revised Guide to Studies in Racial, Ethnic and Intercultural
Relations. If you want to know what we've been up to and where we hope to go, our first
Ahnual Report is also now available. Copies of both are available from Traci Trotzer at

3-1706 or traci@mit.edu. .

.Thanks for your support, and
congratulations to all this year's graduates.

-

mailto:traci@mit.edu.
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Congratulations
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trodemcrks of Sony. All other trademarks or service marks ore trade-
marks or service marks of their respedive holders.

Sony will be demonstrating the
Magic Link and portable CD-ROM player
from .Iune 5-8. Mon-Thurs 1.1AM-4PM.
at the Harva.... Sq. and endall Sq. Coop._

Kendan Sq. Cambridge
For more information ca 617-499.2000
emaR: info~thecoop.comYf: http://www.thecoop.com

L.. --.. .... ~---------~.;,-,
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affairs.
Smith was asked to be acting

dean by then-outgoing Provost John
M. Deutch '61 and President Paul E.
Gray '54. "Certainly the thought
that I wasn't taking it with the idea
that they had made me a long-term
promise, is true. However, I may
have said I don't believe it was ever
in my mind that I was going to quit
doing it within a year unless some-
body else was found to do it."

The shift to becoming dean "did
invol~e some very major changes
not only in how I work but in what I
do," Smith said. "I had been doing
the job as graduate officer in electri-
cal engineering and computer sci-
ence for something like 17 years,
which was pretty habit-forming, and
also a little hard to turn off. I taught
6.012 (Electronic Devices and Cir-
cuits) that fall while being dean,
which was difficult. And then while
we had somebody else to do most of
the graduate officer work, I did the
graduate admissions in the spring.

"Maybe I wanted to find out
whether I wanted to be dean or not,"
said Smith of his reluctance. When
Smith's predecessor was being
selected, "there was a search and
somebody asked me if I wanted to
be dean. I didn't at that time
because I think I had an exaggerated
idea about how much of your time
is taken up with the 'bad side' of
deaning as opposed to the 'good
side' of deaning.

"Having to be the person who
deals with the tragedies that occur,
having to be the person who deals
with the misbehavior - those are
the bad side kinds of things, the
things that need to be done, and end
up being done in the Dean's Office.
It turns out that the dean himself
doesn't actually have to do much
of' that sort of thing, Smith said.

Dean post once not so certain
Smith's extensive experience

with students was recognized last
month with the naming of a new
Institute award in his honor. The
award will be .given to a faculty
member for "meaningful contribu-
tion to student 1ife." It may then
come as somewhat of a surprise that
in 1990 Smith was reluctant to
become acting dean for student

who had a little bit of spirited
adventure, are very bright, are will-
ing to put their career where their
mind is, in the sense that they will
form a small company, they will go
and work in startup companies,"
Smith said.

"That was not quite so prevalent
then. The chip has not only reduced
the size of the devices and made
things possible of increasing com-
plexity but it has made it easier in
some ways easier to take an idea to

. marketplace. So I think the role of
the entrepreneur is different now
than it was then," Smith said. "A
good idea, a clever program, and
you're on your way. At that time, the
scope of what it took to make a use-
ful device'was just a lot different."

But not everything was different.
Despite these integral changes in
technology, society, and economic
reality in the past three decades, stu-
dents then and now share funda-
mental similarities, Smith observed.

For one thing, "they're still
about the same age," Smith said.
"The students then were very bright,
very quick, as they are now. They
were fun to teach because they
caught on very quickly. They often
asked questions you didn't know
how to answer. They were willing
to work hard, and did, all of which
are characteristics of ... students I
know now."

ATHENA@
is looking for students who

Enjoy Teaching
to work as

Minicourse Instructors
For the 1995-96 Academic Year

"But to make up for that, if you
like, the computer industry has
appeared on the scene, and it seems
to be a place also where I think it's
particularly congenial to a lot of
what I think of as MIT -type people

a consequence of that is a lot of
engineering departments around the
country there are people who gradu-
ated from that period.

"A Iso in contrast with very
recent times there were the major
labs like Bell labs, RCA at that
time. There were several really large
industrial laboratories of very high
prestige and those were also the
institutions students were aiming
for," but most have changed signifi-
cantly since then, Smith said.

...then we would like to talk with you.

Prior Te~ching Experience is NOTRequired

To request Clllapplication, or more iruormation,
please write to <training@mit.edu>

If you:
• Would enjoy teaching or public speaking,
• Can explain technical topics clearly and succinctly,
• Have some experience using Athena, and want to learn more about it,
•.Are an MIT student -- grad or undergrad, and
• Are available for a week or two of paid training, starting on August 14th...

As -an A~ena minicourse .instructor you will:
• Teach minicourses and assist new users in the clusters during RiO week,
• Teach 2-4 hours per week each sem~ster,
• Ean:t money, .
• Improve your communication and presentation skills, and
• Increas~ your knowledge of Athena-supported software.

academic positions."
.Today, "in engineering, at least,

I would imagine the number going
into academic positions is more like
10 or 20 percent; back then I'd say
it was a majority," Smith said. "And

FILE PHOTO

Retiring Dean of Undergraduate_ Education and Student Affairs
Arthur C. Smith shown In the 1.9705.

r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
1
1
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lot fewer buildings, a lot more park-
ing lots ... it was a very different
place in that regard."

"It was a time when there were
lots of careers in what at that time
high-tech, in reSearch and scientific
and engineering things," Smith said.

"At that time I was dealing much
more with graduate students than I
have in later years," said Smith,
who has also served as EECS' grad-
uate officer. "Their careers were
more then than now looking toward

JAMERICAN

.f~.'

According to the,
surgeon general,
smoking by a pregnant
woman may result in a
child's premature birth,
low birth weight and
fetal injury. If that's
not child abuse, .then
what is?

Some. PeoPle
Commit

Child Abuse:
Belore

Their Child Is
Even Born.

-mith Looks Back on Students, Life Then and Now
By Ramy A. Amaout
EXECUTIYE EDITOR

Science, society have changed
The advent of the microchip and

involvement in the Cold War have
also meant profound changes in the
career paths students have chosen,
Smith said.

"They'vt{ changed a lot. When I
came here ... the post-Sputnik, post-
;war surge in science and engineer-
ing was pretty weJI underway,"
Smith said. "We're talking a~ut an
insti tion which had already started

f growmg, [though] it hadn't finished
growing by then. I was just looking
at the exhibit down in the Compton
Gallery of MIT during World War
II, which was a little before my
time, and recognized there were a

First of two parts.
Dean for Undergraduate Educa-

tion and Student Affairs Arthur C.
...Smith will retire at the end of this

month after 30 years of teaching and
advising students at MIT. While he
is notable if only for being the first
dean to unite the offices of under-
graduate education and student

airs, Smith's tenure at MIT and
perience has also given him a

unique and valuable perspective on
the relationship between the Insti-
tute and its students.

During his career, Smith has
seen notable changes in both the
composition and social habits of the
student body, he observed in a
recent interview.

"When I came here, I think there
were three black students," said
Smith, who became professor of
electrical engineering and computer

, science.in 1968. "Students were
" pected to be in their dorms by

some certain hour at night or sign
in; they had to register gUests, there
were no women allowed in men's
dorms, certainly not overnight." It
was "a very different life."

"The current set of students have
lived their lives in a very different
world from where students did
then," Smith said. For some time

fter his arrival, there were "no
computers, no hand-held calcula-
tors; everybody still knew how to

., use a slide-rule - or didn't, as the
ase may be,"'he said.

@Athena is a registered trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Ask for it by name.
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Our meetings are:
• Saturdays, 12 noon

(starting Saturday, June 17)

• Student Center - Room 451

With no deadlines until fall, the
summer is the best time to join
Technique and learn how a quality
yearbook gets put together.

Congratulations to all those
graduating. For all those still here,

good luck getting through #hell," and
consider being a part of Technique.

Are youryearsat MIT
ending faster than you want
them to? Or are they not end-
ing quickly enough? Why not
come and help us encapsulate

a year of MIT in print?

If you ...

• want to learn about photography,
from shooting to developing to
printing

• want to help layout Technique '96
• want to help write articles
• are not sure what you'd like to do,

but you just have some free time

~.. then Technique is for you.

We are ~ow taking orders for
Technique 1996. In order to ensure
yourself a copy, we must ask that you
pre-order your book. The best way to do
this is to stop by at one of our Saturday
meetings. Most previous years' books are
still available. Unfortunately, Technique
1995 is sold out. If you have pre-ordered
your Technique 1995, please come to our
office before July 4 to claim your copy.

.
TECHNIQUE. Student Center Room W20-451 • 77 Massachusetts Avenue • Cambridge, MA 02139-4307 • (611) 253-2980 .
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Present their newest CD

MIT
FROM

Only $12
Cutting-edge a cappella

from MIT's loudest singing group

Available ThurlFri at the Student Center
Also sold at the MIT Museum Shop

Email to choral-info@mit.edu or mail to
Chorallaries of MIT

MITW20-401

1995

Including:
Love Shack • We Belong. Fatso

Rio • Life In One Day. Mercy Street
Blinded Me With Science. Missionary Man

Synchronicity I. Kiss That Frog • Mad About You
• And More!.
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be the development of a client/server
system for the Libraries. That part of
the new system, also a joint effort
between MIT and the Newtonville,
Mass.-based GEAC, will be in place
by next summer, Anderson said.

The current system is host-
based, which means that one central
computer does all the processing of
data for every user of the system,
and individual users connect to this
machine. Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
Jerome H. Saltzer '61, head of the
Library 2000 Group at the Labora-
tory for Computer Science,
described this as the "milking
machine attachment mechanism."

By contrast, in a client/server
system like the one on which
Athena is based, client software on
the computers of individual users
access data and infonnation from a
small number of server machines,
and the clients themselves do the
actual processing. This more evenly
distributes the burden of processing
throughout the network, and makes
the system more flexible and adapt-
able to .future changes, Anderson
said.

The client/server model is an
essential part in the planned develop-
ment of clients for platfonns such as
the World-Wide Web, Anderson said.

ONGRATULATIONS

The $360,000 system is the result
. of a five-year-long collaboration

between the Libraries and Infonna-
tion Systems to improve public
access, Anderson said. Originally
scheduled for completion late last
year, the project was delayed last
June when the company originally
chosen to design the system changed
its plans ["MIT Libraries' Barton
Replacement on Hold," Sept. 23].

"For its time, [the current sys-
tem] served MIT well," Anderson
said. "In today's computing and net-
working envirqnment, however, the
system is not powerful, open, or
flexible enough to meet the require-
ments of the MIT community."

The conversion to the new sys-
tem begins next week; it should be
up and running by the end of the
summer, Anderson said. The transi-
tion has made some services
unavailable, such as placing holds
or recalls on books and renewing
books by phone.

Anderson views maintaining the
accuracy of the library da~base as a
top priority in the conversion to the
new system. "Library catalog infor-
mation is at the heart of MIT
because it represents and provides
access to much of the intellectual
capital of the Institute," he said.

Culminating the changeover will

Applications 'Designer
and Programmer
.Laboratory of Computer
Science
Join our software development team of
medical and computer professionals.
Use state-of-the-art tools to design,
develop, implement, and support inno-
vative health care applications. We are
looking for enthusiastic, self-starting
individuals with PC programming ex-
pertise. Previous job experience with
C/C++ or equivalent and client-server
technology is preferred; BSIBA re-
quired. Expertise inrelationaldatabase!
SOL, object-oriented language or de-
sign, and visual programming environ:'
ments in Windows is clearly a plu~.
P.... eend reeume to Anne Morin,
_aachuaelts Gener8I Hospital, Re-
cruitment Service., Men .Code
M01518, 101 Merrlmec Street, B0s-
ton, MA 02114-4719; Fex: (617) 724-
2266.
MGH actively seeks to incr88$8 the di-
versity of its wOt1do.rce. AAJEOE.

By saul Blumenthal
ASSOCIATE NIGJrr EDfI'OR

New Libraries System Installed;
Search for Director Progresses

The MIT libraries will undergo
two important changes this summer
as a search committee narrows
down its choices for a new director

, eplace Jay K. Lucker, who is
'ring, and administrators work to

install a new computer operating
system.

The search committee has win-
nowed a national field of candidates
down to nine, according to Profes-
sor Peter S. Donaldson, head of the
literature section and chair of the
committee.

Six of the nine candidates have
already given presentations to the
committee on the topic "The Role. ')f
the Research Library in the 21 st

t C ntury," and the rest will do so
1.. r the next two weeks, Donaldson

said. While he declined to name
names, Donaldson.did say that none
of the candidates are MIT staff or
faculty.

The committee plans to report its
recommendations to the provost and
president within the next several
weeks, Donaldson said. The com-

"!,,, mittee hopes they will choose a new
. ... . rector by Sept. I, a day after

Lucker's Aug. 31 scheduled retire-
ment.

Committee members noted that
" e new director must have a strong

interest in and commitment to tech-
nology. Besides being interested in

. "traditional library services," the
new director must "lead the MIT
Libraries in terms of information
technology," said Dutch D. Chung
G, one of two students on the 11-
member committee.

The top candidates must have
'~e capacity to lead change in the

~J rary world" by making use of the
technological and infonnation revo-
lution being brought .about by the
Internet and the World-Wide Web,
Donaldson said.

"Everyone considered has had
great interest in information tech-
nology," Donaldson said. The new
director "doesn't have to be a tech-
nologist, but should have familiarity

..with information technology and
with what is best."

In general, the committee is
looking for a "candidate interested
.. user input and improving services
- ~he libraries," Chung said;

New system ready by fall
In addition to a new director, the

• <. libraries wi)) be moving to a new
~omputer operating system this
summer, said Greg Anderson, MIT
Libraries' associate director for sys-
tems and planning. The new system
will be much more powerful, have
more,sophisticated indexing, search-
ing, and processing capabilities, and
be better structured than the current
GEAC 8000 system, Anderson said.

, ., .'fr'/nl/
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Baltimore, Harbison, Wang Named Institute Professors
couple of people who are the most impor-
tant living composers," Jaffe said.

Wang, of the Department of Chemical
Engineering, played an important role in the
foundation and leadership of the Biotech-
nology Process Engineering Center, a multi-
disciplinary research center focusing on
problems in biochemical engineering. He is
a member of both the National Academy of
Engineering and the American Academy of'
Arts and Sciences.

"Wang is the kind of engineer who has
distinguished himself by putting complex

science into practice," Jaffe said.
These three professors "are the best of

the best. Reading about their careers is an
inspiration," Jaffe said.

David Baltimore '61

ommendations to the Academic Council for
review and then submits the appointments
to the Executive Committee of the Corpora-
tion for formal approval.

"President Charles Vest and] saw that
the current number of Institute Professors
was low," Jaffe said. "According to the
Policies and Procedures book there should
be about twelve Institute professors. We did
a little beating of the bushes and let it be
known that we were looking for recommen-
dations," he said.

Baltimore, of the Department of Biolo-
gy, has been on the MIT faculty since 1968,
except from 1990-94 when he served as
president and on the faculty at Rockefeller
University. He helped develop both the MIT
Center for Cancer Research and the White-
head Institute; he directed the latter from
1982-90. He recieved the Nobel Prize with
Howard Tenim in 1975 for the discovery of
reverse transcriptase enzyme.

"David Baltimore is a great basic scien-
tist, whose career in the last 25 years has
been foundational in molecular biology,"
Jaffe said.

Harbison of the music and theater arts
section of the Department of Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences has been a mem- .
ber of the MIT faculty since 1969. He
received the Pulitzer Prize in 1987 for his
oratorio, Flight Into Egypt. He has twice
been chair of the section, and in collabora-
tion with Professor Marcus Thompson has
developed a successful chamber music pro-
gram.

"John Harbison is a great humanist and
artist who has been referred to as one of a

John H. Harbison

In principal, the title of Institute profes-
sor increases the awardee's freedom. The
professor reports to the provost rather than
to a department head or dean, and can thus
range more freely, Jaffe said. -

In practice, Institute professors are sin-
gled out in distinction and given a central
Institute role. Often Institute professors
make contributions on committees and pan-
els at MIT, Jaffe said.

On receipt of nominations from mem-
bers of the faculty, the chair of the faculty
consults with the president, provost and
dean of the nominee's school and then
appoints an ad hoc faculty committee,
including members from within as well as
outside MIT.

This committee presents its recommen-
dations to the president, who brings the rec-

By Nicole A. Sherry
STAFF REPORTER

Professors David Baltimore '61, John H.
Harbison, and Daniel I. C. Wang '59 have
been named Institute professors, bringing to
13 the number of professors with MIT's
highest faculty honor.

"One of the things I like about the three
appointments is that they span the breadth
of MIT's strengths. The engineer, the scien-
tist, and the humanist; these are the three
things on which an Institution like MIT
stands," said Professor Robert L. Jaffe, chair
of the faculty.

The distinction of Institute professor is
bestowed on a faculty member to acknowl-
edge outstanding leadership, accomplish-
ment, and service in the scholarly education
and general intellectual life of the Institute
or wider academic community.

Daniel I.C. Wang.

The Tech News Hotline
253-1541

By RamyA.Amaout
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

The successor to Dean of the
Graduate School Frank E. Perkins
'55 will very likely be named by
summer's end, according to Presi-
dent Charles M. Vest. Perkins has
announced that he will step down
from his current role in late August
to resume teaching and research in
the Department of Civil and Eniron-
mental Engineering.

An advisory committee named
earlier this year has been looking
into possible replacements. "We're
quite a way along in the process,"
said former Graduate Student Coun-
cil President Roger G. Kermode G,
one of two students on the 10-mem-
ber committee.

"The committee's worked very
hard and was very well aware of the
time constraints involved" with the
timing of the departure, Kermode
said.

Ultimately, Vest is the one who
will make the final choice of dean,
Kermode said. "Vest will be explor-
ing his options to figure out how
things are going to go between the
incoming deans, UESA, and the
graduate school," he said.

Perkins a capable advocate
Graduate students said the new

dean must be a strong student advo-
cate, pointing to Perkins as a model
in that respect.

"He's been great for us," said
Patrick S. Wojdowski G, GSC vice
president. "He's been really helpful
for graduate students [and is]
always ready and willing to work
with us in the Graduate Student
Council."

"He was more than willing to

Loans, Page 25

said. The interest subsidy helps not
only the neediest families, but also
middle income families, he said.
-~ One Semite proposal is a com-
promise on the interest subsidy
where it would only be eliminated
for graduate students. For students
in long-term PhD programs in
departments that do not have many
fellowships, costs could go up by 22
to 25 percent, Hudson said.

A secondary effect of tbese cuts
is that potential studen~s might be
discouraged to apply to places like
MIT - even if the cuts are not as
severe, Hudson said. "We think we
sa the effect back in tfie 1980s in"
terms of a drop-off in the number of
applicants from low income fami-
lies," even though the cuts did not
go through.

The Massachusetts delegation
of senators and representatives
support higher education because
it is an important factor in the

posed cuts," Litster said.

Student loans will be hurt
- - ~

Stanley G. Hudson, director of
student financial aid, described the
House cuts in student loan pro-
grams as "draconian." The House
budget, while not specifying cuts,
indicates that the interest exemption
would be eliminated for all stu-
dents.

A late amendment to the Senate
version of the bill restored $9.4 bil-
lion of$13.8 billion in cuts to stu-
dent loans. The Senate cuts "are a
bit less troublesome but still consid-
erable," Hudson said.

It is possible that President Clin-
ton could veto the budget, Hudson
said. He has made strong statements
against cuts in education, but it
might be difficult to veto the whole
budget, Hudson said.

At any rate, there will be a "clear
reduction in grant money being
available," and possible loss of the
in-school interest subsidy, Hudson

For lIlore infonnation,
please call Barbara Luby at J-0708,

or stop by 10-140.

}\1TENTION ALL SENIORS!
You are cordially il1vited to atteI1d yout first aIul11l1ievel1t

. COllle joill t~e Reullioll Classes at t~e <fec~i1ay L~l}c~
011friday, 1(i JUI1e,

fro11112.30pI11 ,2.30pI11
iI1 JO~QSOI1 ~t~letic Ceilter.

Loans, from Page 1

ence research.
But Democrats in Congress and

the Clinton administration say the
cuts would have a more debilitating
effect. "Whatever the reduction is
- a quarter or a third - it's big,
and it's a reversal of historic
trends," said John H. Gibbons, pres-
idential science adviser.

"We've lost sight of federal
funding in education and research as
investments," said President Charles
M. Vest. "People are looking at
them as costs and costs to be cut
down." [See story, page 21.]

Many administrators and faculty
have "been working very hard over
the past few years to let people see
the importance of MIT and the
nation's other research universities,"
Litster said.

"We will be calling upon that
goodwill, and will be working hard
in the next few weeks to explain the
significance of many of the pro-

In Quest/or Balanced Budget, Grad School Dean
Congress Hurts Student Loans Should Be inPlace

vr "-

By End of Summ~t.,",
\., r ~

- ~. ~
help out and give advice on what J\

graduate students can do," W,oj-
'dowski said. "He's ~here fo" ~~u-
ate students if they have pr. j1;>lems
with their adviser anp tC\1:tingit to
the departmental level for some rea-
son doesn't 'York." ,

GSC Treasurer Gregory E. Penn
G agre~d. "From what I've heard,
it's going to be hard to find some-
one as good as;the graduate dean
have," he said. There isn't any ~
besides the dean whose job "is
specifically to. think about graduate
students, someone to go around to .
different people in the administraL• )-
tion and remind them how they
could better serve graduate stu-
dents," Penn said.

"As a graduate student, one of
the most important things [to ~e] is
that the new Graduate School dean
is an advocate for graduate stu-
dents," Kermode said. "The office
should continue to be open for grad-
uate students experiencing difficul-
ties."

That advocacy is particularly
important "with the funding change _ ..
that... are going to create difficu~ ;;w,.' l.

situations for research assistants,"
Wojdowski said [see article, page
1]. "The dean of the graduate school
will [have to] be someone who will
really work to help the problems
that that creates be minimized."

The new dean "needs to be
aware of what's happening in grad-
uate school education, particularly
in light of the announced changes in
graduate student funding," Kermode
said. It is important that the new
dean "look at innovative ways to
make sure that graduate student
can [continue to] be funded at least
as well as present levels."
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_You've been here 4 Ormore years and accumulated a lot of stuff and the last thing
you need right now is the aggravation of getting everything home.

By Popular Demand WE WILL BE BACK!!!!!
Mail Boxes Etc. will be returning to campus

on Saturday June 10th on Amherst St. by Kresge Auditorium from
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM for:

Prescription Glasses

June Sale
10% Off

sale runs through
June 30, 1995

sale not valid with any other discount

sale applies only to complete pair
of prescription glasses, not Value Line

Open 9anl-6pnl. I'd - F
Stratton Student Center

617-258-LENS
'1..4¥weM ~ 1£MCwJ,ft- (~

MIT~
Optical
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MIT students and faculty were among the 35,000 people marching In the 10th annual AIDS
Pledge Walk, which raised $2.8 million.

ings 4, 10, and 3 were evacuated
while the situation was investigated.
Evacuees were allowed to return the
buildings within a short time,
Glavin said.

The suspect is believed to be a
white male 25 to 30 years old with a
square chin and heavy build. He
was reported to have been wearing
hejlvy dark framed glasses and had
stringy hair pulled forward, Voss-
mer said.

While the Campus Police has
gathered photos of possible sus-
pects, the victim was unable to
make a positive identification,
Glavin said. The case will be diffi-
cult to pursue without further leads,
'she said.

AMY HSU-THE TECH

Hackers covered the year engraving on the Great Dome with a
traditional MIT acronym Sunday night. The sign was removed
the fQllowing morning •

.Woman Collapses
l\fter Chemical Spray
Attack inRestroom

. By A. Arif Husain
I ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Several people were overcome
by fumes and one woman collapsed

; after an attacker released a chemical
irritant spray in a Building 4
;estroom (4-352) on May 18,

I according to Campus Police
Sergeant Cheryl D. Vossmer. Build-
ing 4 and two adjacent buildings
were evacuated because of the
fumes.

The incident, which took place at,
around 10:30 a.m., was reported
when a number of people nearby
smelled the fumes and mistakenly

'( ~spected a chemical spill, accord-
1 ~g to a letter issued by Mary M.
Tobin, Physical Plant operations
center supetvi$Or.

I", I According to Campus Police
Chief Anne P. Glavin, man entered
the women's restroom and sprayed
"a cayenne pepper spray" at a'
woman over a stall door. The spray
is believed to have been of the type
used commonly for self-defense.
The susp~ct immediately fled, she
said.

The victim, whose name has not
been released, was an undergradu-
, te, Vossmer said. She was taken to

j' Medical Center, where she was
treated and released. Other women
who had been in the restroom dur-

:!': " ing the attack were also given med-
" ical attention for exposure to the

spray's fumes.
The Campus Police, Physical

Plant, and the Cambridge Police and
Fire Departments responded. Build-

*

MAIL BOXES ETC.~

*
Mail Boxes Etc. Is An Authoriied UPS Shipping Outlet Servicing The Packaging &

Shipping Needs Of MIT Students For Over 7 Years.
- .

Our full service store is located at One Kendall Sq. Bldg 600 (see map)
Hours: Monday to Friday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM

Saturday 9:30 AM to 1:00 PM
Phone # (617) 494-1500

PACKAGING SERVICE AVAILABLE AT STORE LOCATION ONLY
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MAKE THE COOP YOUR

HEADOUARTERS!

What WJum ......
Hospitality Suite June 8-11 Lower Level, Book Dept

Sheaffer Fine Pens,
.

Engraving June 6 Stationery Dept Lower Level

Parker & Waterman
Engraving June 7 Fine Pens, Lower Level

Cross Engraving June 8 rme Pens, Lower Level

Godiva Chocolate
Sampling June 7 Street Floor

Store Hours June 9, Opens 8 AM Open Sunday, June 11, Noon-6PM

WHAT'S DOING BEFORE,
DURING & AFTER THE

FESTIVITIES? JUST ABOUT
EVERYTHING AT THE M.I.T.

COOP AT KENDALL!

FOR ALL YOUR INSIGNIA
NEEDS, THE COOP HAS AN
EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF

CLOTHING AND GIFTS!

Harnnls ....... Cambridge KndII1I 5....... Cambridge .......... AnnUlI Boston Validated Parking Available For More Information or to Order Call 1-800-318-1882

SAVE UP TO $200 ON
JOSTENS RING DAY

1995 Annual Diploma Special at the
M.l T. Coop at Kendall

June 9: lpm-6pm, June 10: 10am-6pm

Archival Framing Framed Complete
$28 CompoValue $40

Your diploma is a treasured degree. Have it custom
framed at The Coop in just one hour. Professional
framing includes conservation add-free backing, glass,
and your choice of wood frame styles. While supplies
last. Also available: Framed complete with .,8CiaI ....
mal $38 Compo value $65

Custom Frame Desk in The MJ.T. Coop at Rendall Book
Department.

A THOUGHTFUL GIFT FOR
YOUR FAVORITE GRADUATE,

ONE-HOUR DIPLOMA
FRAMING SERVICE

VALUES TO WRITE
HOME ABOUT!

Friday, June 9th, llAM-5PM, Stationery Department
Save $200 on 1Bfi Save $100 on 14fi San $75 Dn
101'1JDstens M.I.T. class rings. All CDme with JDstens
Lifetime Warranty cDvering any defects in mateIials Dr
workmanship, free resizing fDr life, and free change Df
year, date and/Dr degree. Meet the experts. Spedal
JDstens experts will be Dn hand tD answer all YDur
questiDns and tD take YDur ring Drder.

San Up TD 3311foOn 1001X & 260 Targa by Sheaffer
Including: Ball Points, RDller Balls, FDuntain Pens, Pen &
Pencil Sets. Give the IDDkand feel Df luxury. Every Targa
by Sheaffer pen and wIiting instrument has been
engineered fDr superb perfDrmance. All CDme with a
Lifetime Warranty. Mark YDur calendar, Free Engraving
Dn SheaHer Pens, June 6th at The M.LT. CDDPat Bendall

15% DHall regularly pIiced insignia clothing fDr MIT
students and faculty with valid MIT !.D.
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Weneed.
someone
with the

.~ confidence. ofa ,lJ!gOOn, .
the dediCation

'ofa
marathoner

andtlie
fcouqtgeo

anexplorer.

We need someone to
fill a unique job opening.

Someone to spend
two years in another
country. To live and work
in another culture. To
learn ~ new language and
acquire new skills.

We need someone
who wants to help im-
prove other people's lives.
Who's anxious to build
lasting friendships. To
gain memo~es and expe-
rience that will last a
lifetime. And a sense of
fulfillment few jobs can
match.
We need a Peace Corps'
volunteer. Interested?

1'~ The first step is easy.
Call .1-800-424-8580,
Ext. 93.
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THE ARTS

By Evelyn Kao
STAFF REPORTER

As a graduating senior, I would say that
I am pleased with this year's Tech-
nique. This college yearbook has a
hard task: It must record what the

MIT experience was to a large, "diverse"
group of students. It is impossible for Tech-
nique to please everybody. However, I believe
that Technique 1995 has much to offer the dif-
ferent members of the MIT community. It
effectively captures in pictures many different
aspects of MIT, from sports to studies to liv-
ing groups, and will serve me as a reminder of
what I found MIT to be.

The book is broken up into signatures
(groups of sixteen pages). The first two sig-
natures are mainly displays of various MIT
buildings in color and duotone. There are
some amazing pictures of the Institute with
which the Technique staff has, in many
cases, managed to transform the mismatched,
looming buildings into geometrical pieces of
light and color. Included among these pic-
tures are the Boston skyline and the police
car hack on top of the big dome. The pictures
are generally clear, interesting, and well-
done.

The first titled section is called "Journal."
It provides a short history of the world and of
MIT from February 1994 to February 1995
using a timeline that is interspersed with
news articles and dated pictures of MIT
events.

The next section, entitled "Life in Hell,"
provides us with a closer look on student life
by including photographs of different aspects
of MIT that are universal to most students -
vital MIT things like Athena, alcohol, caf-
feine, lectures, studying, partying, dorms,
"Courses from Hell," and numbered every-
thing. The last subsection, "Questions &
Answers from Hell" is the result of the ques-
tions that were pasted on the columns at the
beginning of the infinite corridor: "What
makes MIT MITT' and "What made you

laugh/cry at MITT' It is one of the most inter-
esting sections of the yearbook and offers
direct feedback from members of the student
body.

The remainder of the book focuses on stu-
dents. The sections entitled "Clubs," "Athlet-
ics," "Living Groups," and "Seniors" draw
attention from the buildings to their inhabi-
tants, the students. I liked the many photos of
students acting, playing instruments, singing,
running, jumping, and attacking. Each club or
sport has an "action" shot. Unfortunately, in
doing so, the staff neglected to include a team
picture of any kind, which means that most
members of the clubs or athletic teams are not
represented.

Overall, this year's book is an improve-
ment over those of the last few years. Lee
Zamir '95 deserves much praise for the layout
of the book. The overall look is weir-planned
and consistent: there is continuity throughout.
The break pages are understated and elegant
with simple lines and pictures to indicate what
is to come in the next section. Attention to
detail will provide the viewer with something
new to see each time the Technique volume is
opened.

While there are more different people pic-
tured this year, more could still be done to
give the yearbook a more personal feel. The
number of candid student pictures should
match the number of pictures of the' Green
Building. While these photos have much artis-
tic value and are pleasing to the eye, it is
questionable that students will value the pic-
tures of buildings over more pictures of peo-
ple.

Fifty years from now, I will be:(able to
come back to MIT and still see the build-
ings, in all their splendor and ruin. It is also
too bad that some of the team pictures are
not in the yearbook, and there is also a defi-
nite lack of professors. This year's Tech-
nique is a bit shorter; perhaps if it were
longer there could have been a few more
pictures of people.

In general, Technique 1995 is well done,
and with its tasteful black and gold cover and
high-quality photographs it is something that I
am glad to own. Technique 1995 Is a tasteful keepsake that could stili use more photos of people.

Shack." Alright, so Michael Daly '95 is no
Fred Schneider (in the case of "Love Shack"),
but these songs showcase the group's finely-
tuned vocals that combine and adapt to the- _I'

frivolity of their material.
When' an a capella group like the ChQral-

laries focuses its talents on humorous (or las-
civious) pursuits, their eager human-orchestral
sound has a personal function. When that
same group tackles sensitive romantic ballads,
for the most part, vivacity turns to banality
and cliche: I don't question the competence of
the group members, but I think that some
more upbeat numbers could help.

In short, Earshot is a solid effort that most
Chorallaries fans will definitely want to pick
up. For non-diehard a 'capella observers like
myself, the album serves as a technically pro-
ficient reminder of what makes the Chorallar-
ies such a good ensemble; yet,. at. the same
time, it leaves me wanting much more.

although the "jing-jangs" grate after a while,
and the pretentiousness of the lyrics - "clos-
er my God to thee" - isn t suffused from the
original version, no doubt.

Two compositions by Sting, "Mad About
You" and "Synchronicity I," find the group
settling into a more relaxed groove (although
some dead spots mar the technical fervor of
the latter song), and R. E.M.'s "Find the
River" (with a heartfelt solo by arranger Peter
Cho '97) are all welcome efforts, although the
lyrics are still weighty: One wonders if the
Chorallaries strive to find "sensitive" songs
that complement their eager-to-please stag~
persona.

As always, most cover versions fare best
when they stick close to the spirit of the origi-
nal song. This is evidenced on the playful and
fast-moving, rhythms of Thomas Dolby's.
"Blinded Me With Science," Peter Gabriel's
"Kiss That Frog," and the B-528' "Love

By Scott Deskin
ARTS EDITOR

Chorallaries' Earshot infuses too much sensitivity
EARSHOT group a much-needed shot in the arm as fa; as
The Choral/aries oj MIT. vivacity ~sconcerned.
Dean Cerrato G. director. As with the previous album, the songs are

carefully-selected pop confections that are pri-
marily arranged for solo voice and accompa-
niment. With no instrumentation other than
the human voice to carry the group, the
ensemble comes together best on the backing
vocals, which primarily consist of imitation
drum beats and various choral intonations that
provide a firm basis for each of the songs on
the album.

To kick things off, Duran Duran's "Rio"
finally gets the studio treatment. The sound
tends toward overbrightness, and the voices
which simulate synthesizer hooks and drum
machines sound more cheezy than breezy, as
if the group were locked into one of its
"Tewhey" or "OJ." parodies at the Bad Taste
concerts. The Indigo Girls' "Airplane" lends
itself to a better a capella interpretation,

The Chorallaries' latest release,
Earshot, comes a scant year after their
last release, Better Late Than Never.
While the group is eager to serve up

renditions of songs from their most recent a
capella performances, I personally have
doubts about what purpose this album can
serve. After all, how much can a group
change tn one year? Perhaps the Chorallaries
are eager to dispel the notion that their inter-
pretive abilities (though not their technical
ability) has diminished in recent years, as
seen in the increasing languor of the last sev-
eral Bad Taste shows. However, if Earshot
isn't a technical marvel, it does give the

Authors deconstruct Europe ina hilarious student guide
LET'S PARTY EUROPE
Written by Sam E. Khedr. Mark J. Maxam,
Jessica Fernandes and Kim Soenen.
Vagabond Publishing. Inc.

By Teresa Esser
STAFF REPORTER

The time has come," the authors declare.
"[The sound of rolling drums in the
background] ... it's time for your
transatlantic sling-shot. Woohoo! Jubi-

lation! Freedom!! Mayhem!! ANARCHY!!!!"
"You're leaving everything behind," the

authors warn, "your family, your significant
other, your dog, your car - and, lest we for-
get, your student Joan or Am-Ex payments.
The moment has come."

From Amsterdam to Vienna, from Lon-
don to Monte Carlo, Let's Party Europe
introduces readers to an Old World com-
pletely unlike the one they learned about in
college. Instead of wasting your time telling

you useless and largely irrelevant informa-
tion about the history of the countries you
are visiting, authors Sam Khedr and Mark
Maxam get straight to the point: How far do
readers have to walk to get themselves a pint
of Guinness?

The book is divided up into chapters
devoted to Europe's largest cities, and each
chapter is divided further into sections: Intro,
Tourist Spots, the Scene, Night Life, and
Observations. Far outside the collegiate
sphp,re of European history, etiquitte, or politi-
cal correctness, the Europe of Khedr and
Maxam is designed for the recent college grad
who is as sick of rules as they are.

Viewed from another perspective, Let's
Party Europe provides an interesting study
into the linguistic limits of artificial intelli-
gence. Vagabond Publishing's computer dic-
tionary caught the glaring spelling errors, but
the following homonyms escaped its notice:
"a role of film," "Many residence [of a city],"

"the scull of a h.ippopotamus," "the perfect
place to kick-pack with a beer or snack while
waiting for your morning train," or, of
Budapest, "[Hungarian] Babushka mamas
rein over their hardy homemade pots." And
so on.

However, the social insights and observa-
tions made by the extremely friendly and gre-
garious narrators more than make up for the
grammatical discomfort. Take a look at what
the authors say about these cities:

Alicante: "Fat Germans on the beach, but
so what."

Copenhagen: " ... if your Copenhagen
adventure is a one-or two-day kamikaze raid,
we suggest you forego the expense of lodging,
and just hang out at the Hong Kong."

London: "Everything in London just sits in
your face, 'and any building that has a histori-
cal dispoSition wil1 say so just by looking at
it."

Paris: "The ability to sit in a cafe, graceful-

ly killing time and spending'money , is an art
form in itself that leaves passers-by wonder-
ing: 1) How can you afford to sit at a cafe for
four hours on a Wednesday' afternoon drink-
ing coffee? 2 ) How can you earn enough
money to dress so well if you're always sitting
at a cafe for four hours at a ti)ne drinking cof-
fee?"

The narrators' advice is sound, and much _ ,-~
of it has been gleaned first-h-and from other
American expatriates. From Caroline Lee of
Williamsburg, Virginia: "In Madrid, go to Joy
Disco - don't let the high price deter you-
it's worth it (but get drunk first.)" On the sub-
ject of Rome, Stacey Shear from Atlanta,
Georgia, observed that "Guys in Italy cinch
their jeans really high - they all have wed-
gies."

On the subject of food, authors Khedr and
Maxam cut straight to the facts: "Food-wise,

Europe, Page 18
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ree for Freshmen

MIT Lecture Series Committee
room w20-469
(617) 253-3791

movieline 8-8881

All Films
in 35mm'

The Godfather Part II
My Cousin Vinny
The Godfather Part III
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
What's Eating Gilbert Grape
Misery .
The Fisher King
Cinema Paradiso
Ferris Bueller's Day Off
Total Recall

This Summer

• I

I.(). .
'" Raiders of the Lost Ark

'i

. ~ Apocalypse Now
.' ...l?ir.ty Dan<;ing > -. ~. ~'_ •

Free Snetik"p~:.-';l)ono 13
The Addams-Family
The Freshman -;'-.
Speechless

_ .Ladyl)awke.
The Godfather
Monty Python's The Meaning of Life .

.
WWW:http://wwW"mitedu:8001/ activities/lsc/lsc.html

......~_--------------------- -----J
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to the romantic com-
edy genre. Surpris-
ingly, it is not Ryan
or Robbins who
stand out in the film,
but MaUhau. His
crafty Einstein
comes up with a
crazy plan that
begins innocently
but soon draws Pres-
ident Eisenhower to
Princeton 'University.
-JW. LSC; Friday,
June 16.

**~ While You Were Sleeping
A romantic comedy with a lot of classic

scenes. Sandr~ Bullock plays Lucy, a lone~y '1.:,',Chicago TranSit Authority worker who falls In _

love with Peter, a nice guy who rides the train
to work every day. She's waiting for the right
opportunity to meet him when one day, she
saves him from a speeding train. He's at the
hospital in coma, and through some misunder-
standings, his family believes that she's his
fiancee. Then she meets Peter's brother, Jack,
and the plot thickens. The film is entertaining
because from the starting situation, the story
and characters evolve in a likeable way. It '
isn't jaded or cynical; it's a fun y love story.'-
that your younger siblings, your
girl/boyfriend, or your parents can enjoy. -
Kamal Swamidoss. Sony Cople Place.

*** I.Q.
Those who enjoyed Sleepless in Seattle

may initially be shocked that Meg Ryan has
become a doctoral candidate in mathematics
in her new movie, I.Q .. Tim Robbins plays a
mechanic who falls for Catherine (Meg
Ryan), who happens to be Albert Einstein's
niece. Her strong perfonnance, as well as' an
exceptional perfonnance by Walter Matthau
as Einstein, makes this film a good -addition

John McClane (Bruce Willis) has a bad hair day In DIe Hard WIth a V.IJ6Bance.

*** French Kiss
French Kiss is an very good movie with a

strong cast an.st well-crafted humor. Kate
(Meg Ryan) chases her fickle fiance Charlie
(Timothy Hutton) to Paris to win him back

However, the story .in the original Die
Hard was much more believable than this
story. The sheer number of coincidental
encounters between the good guys and the bad
guys defies the laws of probability in favor of
dumb luck. Such events make action films
interesting, but too many of them can tarnish
the effect.

The three stars act well, but their characters
don't evoke as much emotion from the viewer
as those in Braveheart. In this third film, the
lead character John McClane (Bruce Willis)
enlists the help of Zeus Car'ver (Samuel L.
Jackson), a streetwise shop owner in Harlem,
to engage in a battle of wits with criminal mas-
tennind and explosives expert Simon Gruber
(Jeremy Irons). Gruber, of course, is the broth-
er of Hans Gruber (from the first film), and
claims to carty a grudge against McClane.
Despite this plot device, it was difficult to get
past the actors on toe screen and into the story:
Deeper characterizations and a more believ-
able plot would have helped.

There are two things that detracted from
the general value of Die Hard With a
Vengeance. The music was at best good,
never extraordinary, and in one point strik-
ingly boring. Second, the action sequences
move extremely fast and- don't allow for
much casual analysis: a second viewing
turned up several subtle cues critical' to the

.staI}l.. - - "'-- --

****: Excellent
***: Good**: Average
*: Poor

**** Before the Rain
This movie tries too hard to

be everything to everyone. While
director Milcho Manchevski
scores big by beginning his
movie in a Dostoyevski-era
Russian Orthodox cathedral, he
ultimately teases the audience by
beginning an innocent love story
and then shooting holes in the
leading lady. Because the movie
is about war, its violent content
is to be expected, but Manchevs-
ki' s move to switch the empha-
sis from a mute monk to a
Pulitzer Prize-winning photogra-
pher without finishing his origi-
nal story could be construed as
sneaky. However, the film is
filled with stunning images, with
an intricate structure that ties
three separate stories together
under an artistic exploration of
life and death. If you like artsy
political statements, this film's
for you. -Teresa Esser. Brattle
Theatre; Wednesday, June 14.

***1,11 Naked
. Lunch

The perfect com-
panion piece to Bar-
ton Fink, David Cro-
nenberg's adaptation
of William S. Bur- -~
roughs' novel
focused on the cre- -
ative process behind
the book, rather than
on the text itself.
While Barton Fink
dealt with a writer
who could not find
inspiration, Naked
Lunch involved a t ~

.1'**** Blade Runner: The man whose entrance
Director's Cut into a world of drugs

The classic film Blade Runner and homosexuality
celebrated its 10th anniversary was inspiration
(in 1992) with the release of the enough that his book
film director Ridley Scott origi- Katrln Cartlidge stars as a woman tom between two men from two very different worlds In Before the Rain. practically wrote
nally wanted to make - withou' the annoying hawkish commander and Washington as the from a beautiful French woman (Susan itself. Peter Weller gave a droll perfonnance
voice-over and the upbeat ending. The result idealiStic lieutenant, the remainder of the plot Anbeh). On. the plane trip, she encounters a as the exterminator-turned-writer, Bill Lee;
is a wonderful, Kubrickian film with a medita- details effortlessly fall into place; however, mysterious Frenchman named Luc (Kevin and the drug-induced settings of Interzone
tive mood and a soaring Vangelis score. Har- the film is so skillfully done, you don't mind Kline), who immediately cures her fear of fly- were very well made. The man 'behind"the
rison Ford, Rutger Hauer, and Sean Young being shown these situations again when ing. Luc, however, is not all that he appears to' remake of The Fly and Dead Ringers has cre-
give career perfonnances in an apocalyptic you're enjoying the ride. -Scott Deskin. be. He offers to help Kate win back her fiance ated another morbidly intelligent, horrific and
urban nightmare of the future that was and Sony Cheri. only so he can recover a necklace which he surprisingly funny film. Brattle Theatre; Sun-
may still be years ahead of its time. Worth has hidden in her bag. As Luc challenges Kate day, June I I.
seeing over almost any "new" movie currently ***Y1 The Englishman to rethink her life, she gradually becomes less
playing. Brattle Theatre; Sunday, June J 1. The Englishman is a low-budget, feel-good fearful and more confident - even the man

movie that excels at providing an in-depth who abandoned her hardly recognizes her
look at provincial life in early twentieth-cen- after a reunion. Luc's growth in integrity par-
tury Wales. The plot is simple: Two English allels Kate's growth in capability. Both Kline
surveyors (Hugh Grant and Colm Meaney)' and Ryan are veteran perfonners who execute
discover that "The First Mountain in Wales" punchlines flawlessly. -Jimmy Wong. Sony
is but a 984-foot hill. Outraged, the townspeo- Copley Place.
pie take it upon themselves to add sixteen feet
of dirt to their beloved Fillan Garoo. Humor
and World War I references add poignancy to
this piece; in all, it is extremely well done, if a
bit too patriarchical. - TE. Sony Nickelodeon.

*** Crimson Tide
Tony Scott's latest action film (produced

by the Simpson-Bruckheimer team behind
Scott's Top Gun and Days of Thunder) stars
Denzel Washington and Gene Hackman as a
pair of feuding commanders on the U.S.S.
Alabama, a submarine poised to deliver
nuclear warheads to a Russian rebels who
seize a missile base and put the world on the
brink of World War III. Predictably, in the tra-
dition of submarine films like The Hunt for
Red October, the suspense factor is very high:
The main characters are positioned for a face-
off concerning a order to launch the missiles
and an incomplete message which could pos-
sibly revoke the order. With Hackman as the

New York's under siege
in third Die Hard film

By Kamal Swamldoss
STAFF REPORTER

DIE HARD WITH A VE GEA CE
Directed by John McTiernan.
Written by Jonathan Hensleigh.
Starring Bruce Willis. Jeremy Irons, and
Samuel L. Jackson.
Sony Cheri.

Ifyou haven't already seen it, you're miss-
ing a good one. Die Hard With A
Vengeance is the action-film king of this
summer's excellent releases, including

Crimson Tide and Braveheart. From the open-
ing frames, when a bomb detonates in a
department store - sending debris out into a
cr9wded New York City avenue - you know
early on that this film aims solely at maximiz-
ing action.

Some might contend that a film sequel can
never reach the greatness that the first one
achieved. Granted, Die Hard 2: Die Harder
wasn't as good as Die Hard, but Die Hard
With a Vengeance shows that a sequel can
easily match the original. In fact, minute for
minute, number three is also more action-
packed than the first two, which were tied
down to specific locations. The fact that it Die
Hard With A Vengeance moves through a
whole city gives the story many more oppor-
,tunitj
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I haven't heard Mose Allison's "Everybody's
Crying Mercy" before, but what was once
undoubtedly a blues number becomes a
pained, impassioned ballad with the Costello's
gently caressing voice. On Ray Davies'
"Days" (previously released on the Until the
End of the World soundtrack), Costello's dou-
ble-tracked backing vocals add an ethereal
quality to the lines "You took my life / And
then 1 knew that very soon I You'd leave me."
Costello contributes guitar to this song, using
it for reverberating feedback which he admits
in the album's liner notes "happened to sound
exactly like the tree-frogs that could be heard
in the trees after dark." It's weird, yet it's also
oddly fascinating.

Kojak Variety is a great album: The liner
notes provide a rather extensive insight into
his inspiration for choosing these songs.
Since Costello leaves the songwriting to other
people, he's free to explore his musical tech-
niques rather than lyrical density. These

-- songs provide a piece of the puzzle in his
enigmatic career, chronologically between
the solid, mainstream crossover bid Spike and
the muddled wordplay of Mighty Like a Rose.
Since I prefer his earlier work, I'll approach
his future efforts with some caution. But
Kojak Variety is a lyrical and aural treat; pop
music that's mature and frivolous all at the
same time.

Dylan's infatuation with
country music stylings, and
it's just one facet of the
"rhythm & blues/popular
ballads" dating from the
1930s through the 1970s
which Costello explores on
his album.

The songs don't share
any common theme except
that they're Costello's per-
sonal favorites. They're
uncommon, too: Even the
Bob Dylan tune is a relative
unknown. Nevertheless,
Costello easily traverses dif-
ferent .,genres (blues, pop, r
& b) and infuses each song
with expression and soul. In
this context, songs by the
Supremes and Randy New-
man fit comfortably with the
softly-rendered blues of
Willie Dixon and Mose Alli- -
son. Elvis Costello renews his "popular balladeer" persona.

Costello has assembled a group of stellar the same relaxed wit and verve. Neither the
studio support that faithfully interprets these revamped country or blues numbers here
songs without overwhelming the vocals. betray indifference or lack of imagination.
Unlike Eric Clapton's highly overrated From Costello's voice has its limitations, but only:(
the Cradle, the musicians don't perform the on Little Richard's rocking "Barna Lama
songs to perfectien: They take cues from the Barna Loo" does it show signs of strain.
lead vocalist and approach the material with Two of the tracks are definitive renditions.

Ivis Costello's musical career has been
as varied as that of any "survivor" in
the past twenty years. Since he
emerged at the vanguard of the late

70s' new wave, Costello has made forays into
both country and popular music, exploring
classical and avant garde textures in his songs.
First and foremost, Costello has always
remained a songwriter in the tradition of Bob
Dylan, more than anyone else. And, like
Dylan, his artistic relevance has been called
into question quite often over the past several
years by pop and rock critics (I remember a
review of his last album, Brutal Youth, in Spin
magazine, which cited the work as a product
of his "warmed-over genius").

Costello, like Dylan, is just a pseudonym
- a guise - for the real man behind the
ongs, and on Kojak Variety, a collection of

songs recorded in the studio five years ago,
Costello assembles a sweet and luminous
homage to his musical influences. The fourth
track on the album is a Bob Dylan tune enti-
tled "I Threw It All Away," a simple, straight-
forward about a lost love from Dylan's 1969
album Nashville Skyline. That album reflected

Co$tello celebrates variety, history of pop music
HOW( VARIErY
Elvis Costello.
Worner Bros.

Gibson directs a historical triumph in Braveheart
,BRAVBlEART

.' .;;Virected by Mel Gibson.
Written by Randall Wallace.
Starring Mel Gibson, Catherine McCormack,
and Patrick McGoohan.
Sony Nickelodeon.

By Teresa Esser
STAFF REPORTER

el Gibson's Bravei.eart is a curious
compost ion of historical legends
and modern dramatic techniques
w,oven together into a tapestry of

connected stories. With the plot based loosely

on Scotland's real-life struggle for indepen-
dence from England al)d the screenplay
straight from modem HollywoOd, the three-
hour show reminds one more of Lethal
Weapon and Pulp Fiction than the other
medieval Scottish movie of the summer, Rob
Roy.

The movie's plot is rather complex.
Young William Wallace follows his father
and brother to a peacemaking meeting in a.
remote, Scottish barn, where they find their
noble countrymen dead and swinging from
the rafters. When William's father: and
brother ride off to avenge this trickery (and

meet their own deaths), young William is
adopted by his cosmopolitan uncle.

, Schooled in Latin and French and intro-
duced to the wonders of continental Europe,
William returns years later to his tiny village
determined to settle down and marry his
childhood sweetheart, Murron (Catherine
McCormack). Wallace's domestic bliss is
extremely shtort lived, for the evil British
lords slit Murron's throat.

Thus provoked, Wallace assembles his
friends and neighboring clansmen into an
army, burns the British forts and charges
toward the English border.

Brayeheart increases its appeal by con-
trasting these highland goings-on with por-
trayals of British regal life. As evil King
Edward I (Patrick McGoohan) grows older, he
worries more and more about what wi II hap-
pen after his death. Frustrated with his heir's
homosexuality, he literarally picks up his
son's lover and throws him out a tower win-
dow. The French-born queen-to-be, Princess
Isabelle (Sophie Marceau), kills time by wan-
dering through the castle corridors, gossiping
with her lady-in-waiting and lamenting her

Braveheart, Page 18

The MIT Club' of NY
Invites All MIT 'Graduates and Students to Fun Summer Activities

.~ .

JJew York Young AlumnUae
Club and MIT AlumnVae Club

PUB CRAWL

• Join 1200+ young alumni/ae
from 45 schools for a Pub
Crawl.

• $5 cover for charity gets you
admission into 4 bars:
- Max NYC (90th and 2nd)
- Ruby's (9.1st and 2nd)
- Bear Bar (92nd and 2nd)
- The Tavern (95th and 2nd)

• $1.50 pints and jello shots wI
MITshirt

6:30PM - 10:00PM
June 22

YaleIMlT/Harvard Club Crawl
Young Alumn.Vae Blowout Event

• Club Crawl with young alumni/ae
from Cornell, Yale, Harvard,
UPenn, Williams, Princeton and
MIT.

• $8 cover gets you hors d'oeuvres
and admission into 3 clubs:
- Yale Club (50 Vanderbilt Ave)
-Princeton (MIT) Club (15 W.

43rd)
-Harvard Club (27 W. 44th)

6:00PM - 12:00AM
~ept. 15

Sold-out last year so make
reservations ahead of time!

Other Summer Events!

• MIT Young Alumni/ae Drinking
Clubs (7:30PM-9:30PM)
Non-MIT friends welcome!
- July 6: Yorkville Brewery

(1st and 73rd)
- Aug. 3: McGovern's

.(305 $pring St., near
Greenwich St.)

- Sept 7: Deadline
(92nd and 3rd)

• Softball Games vs. U. of Chicago
in Central Park
(11AM - July 15 and Aug. 5)

• Skydiving: In October

Call Ronda at MIT Center of NY (212) 354-1122 for more i~fo on all upcoming events
Email inquiriestomitny@aol.com

Send email tolistserve@mitvma.mit.eduwithSUBSCRlBEMITNYinbodyofmessagetosubscribetoMITNY.mailing list

/~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:;=--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~=:I
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mailto:tolistserve@mitvma.mit.eduwithSUBSCRlBEMITNYinbodyofmessagetosubscribetoMITNY.mailing
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'.Braveheart.s a b oody but fascinating drama
Braveheart, from Page 17

nonexistent love life.
The Scottish clansmen and the English

royalty intersect when Isabelle becomes infat-
uated with the passionate peasant hero, Wal-
lace. Sent by the tricky king to offer gold and
a truce to Wallace in person, her crush intensi-
fies when she learns that the "savage" is tri-
lingual. Suffice it to say that their covert liai-
son threatens to reconfigure the royal
bloodline.

Although the Scots have a impassioned
ringleader and military strategist on their side,
their cause is weakened by the handful of
wishy-washy and traitorous nobles who nrcm-
aged to survive Edward's last round of peace-
talk hangings. In addition to these internal
conflict, the English army has a decided tech-
nological advantage

Starving, ill-equipped and vastly outnum-
bered, the rebellious Scots take on legion after
legion of Britian' s best in a series of bass-
underscored battlescenes guarenteed to get
your heart pounding. "They fought like war-
rior poets," the narrator says. Unfortunately,
they died like misguided lemmings ..

Although a great many of the scenes in
Braveheart are unusually gruesome, it is diffi-
cult to avoid being drawn in to the ubiquitous
life-and-death struggles. The battle scenes
may be far-fetched and the sheer quantity of
impaled, gouged, hacked, or smashed bodies a
bit extreme, but the film as a whole is
immensely satisfying. William Wallace (Mel Gibson) gets knighted by Scottish noblemen In the historical epic Braveheart.

Let's Party Europe isa humorous, helpful guide
Europe, from Page 14

in many ways Europeans are still going
through the hunter-gatherer phase of evolu-
tion ... anything they don't obliterate by deep
frying, they drown in oil that has the same
smell and consistency as Exxon crude."

The narrators have advice on just about
everything, from hip-hop to personal hygiene.
"If you're worried about wearing the same

shirt five days in a row," the authors tell us,
"it's okay!. .. Regarding that three day stink
you may acquire - a few days smelling
around Europe will convince you that nobody
will notice."

All jokes aside, this reviewer is certain
that MIT grads wi1l appreci.ate the great
length to which the authors have gone to
assure fairness and objectivity in their quanti-
tative analysis of Europe's respective dens of

inebriation. An establishment's "fun factor"
was derived through the use of a far-fetched
mathematical equation, as follows: "where C
represents capacity in numbers of people; S is
the raw size of the establishment; E is the
appearance of the exterior; L equals the
length of the bar in meters (if there was no
bar we entered zero); A is the quantity of
alcohol available on premises; P is the aver-
age price of beer; p is the decibel l~vel mea-

sured at full capacity); G is the layers of graf-
fiti found in the men's room; B is how' often
the establishment gets busted by the cops;
and the upshot - Xis any damn thing we
please."

An excellent alternative to traditional trav-
el guides, Let's Party Europe conveys its ~.
nonsense advice in a humorous, readable, and
po~ble package. >

,. r\ •

'995 MIT/CAMBRJDGE SCIENCE EXPO

The MIT Public Service Center extends its sincerest gratitude to all MIT groups and individuals who made the Third
Annual MIT/ Cambridge Science Expo on May 3rd, a celebration of science for Cambridge 5th through 8th graders, a
tremendous success:

MIT Student Volunteers:
Team of Coordinators: Andrea Shochet, Susan Lin, Laura Vojvodich, and Sabrina Kwon. -

Science Advisors: Mala Murthy, Arely Benavides, Jamie Rosenblum, Gwen Lee, Sieu Duong, Alex Zakhasov, Eric Ding, Yee Chuan Koh, Loren Shih,
Sumit Basu, Peter Chien, John Choe, Ming Chow, Jesse Chusid, Juan Conchas, Ravi Dalal, Isaac George, Jeffrey Gold, Robert Bradley Gray, John
Hollywood, Christina Hsu,:Ann Kim, Pei-Yi Kim, Dave Korka, Anthony Ku, Irwin Lee, Pattie Lee, Patricia Liu, Tim McAnaney, Anuj Mohan, Owen,
Ozier, Vinod Rangarajan, Chris Reichert, James Riccio, Omar Saleh, Pinky Shah, Stephanie Shaw, David Spiegel, Dennis Taylor, Nicole
Wainwright, John Wang, Irene Yeh, Matt Ziskin, Benson Yang, Bryn Mowry, Pehr Anderson, Albert Lin, Robert Kindel, Jim Kwon, Susan Sujono,
Beethoven Cheng, Gilbert Kim, Oliver Schneider, John Crowe, Dante Roulette, Brian McDonald, Gary Brackenridge, Greg Sills, Trevor Stricker, Rob
Corbisier, John Schlumpf, Brian Kevitt, Chris Babu, Nilesh Reshamwala, Angel Sanchez, Kacie Vaikakul, Ameet Ranadive, Joe Kim, Kevin Speller,
Jeffrey Poore, Garth Mitchell, Juan Rodriguez, Rishi Shrivastava, Anut Etkin, Matt Brownell, and Matt Hanna.

School Representatives: Jeff LeBlanc, Melissa Poh, Edward Semper, Martin Wierzbicki, Charu Puri, Amanda Kesner, BrunC?Miller, Jake Kendall,
Ryan Kershner, Kalafya Brown, Zara Desgranges, Erin Fujioka, Luisa Torrielli, Eva lee, Jamie Walker, Dylan Glass, Jon Zalesky, John DiBacco, Brad
Gray, Julia Rosolovsfy, Dave Naffziger, Eric Lindauer, Herb Yang, and Brett Johnson.

Tour Representatives: Anth9ny Ives, Catherine Lavoie, Brian Choi, Michelle Miles, Annie Fortunato, Janet Sollod, Heather Lee, Ken Michlitsch, Brad
Ricketson, Joe Wenisch, Chris Mc ulty, Peter Rice, and Jim Rath.

Logistics: Rich Sanford, Anthony Fudd, Takuya Sakaguchi, Ezra Erb, Richard Barbalace, Cathy Coury, Alexis Lewis, Elaine Tso, Emily Wallis, Susan
Born, Joe Foley, Bob Macke, Ingrid Ulbrich, Mike foster, John Thele, Scott Ribich, Derek Bruening, Laughton Stanley, Favio Brunet, Jean Hsu, Amy
Kim, Shih-Yu Wang, Sami Busch, Sonji Jacobs, Tjada D'Oyen, Audrey Kuang and Ted Ko.

Hands-on Demonstration Volunteers:
Tony Caloggero and Kim Vandiver from the Edgerton Center; David Otten and the MITEE Mouse from the Lab for Electromagnetic and Electronic
Systems; Jason Wong and Jennifer Reyna for the Chemistry Magic Show; Lik Mui and other members of Eta Kappa Nu for their Aero-plane exhibit; and
Sharon Yong-Pong for her Environmental Conservation demo.

MIT Deparbnents and Groups:
Mike Foley and Campus Activities Complex; Campus Police; the Saftey Office; Corrie Lathan, Sherry Modestino and the Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics; Professor Kollenbrander and Eric Werwa and the Department of Material Science And Engineering; Dick Perdichizzi and the Wind
Tunnel; Paul Thomas, Paul Rivenberg and the Plasma Fusion Center.

Congratulations to the Class of 1995! Continue your spirit of commumty and public service after graduation!
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AND .....To be released by Cold Fusion
Technolo&y in July 1995, a set of VHS
tapes (over four hours) of key technical
presentations at the Fifth International
Conference on Cold Fusion (ICCF5) held
in Monte Carlo, Monaco in Apri11995.
Reserve your copy today!

Full set of ICCF5 tapes, $210, including ship-
ping to u.s. or Canada ($230,other foreign)
Tapes are Copyript 1995, Cold Fusion Technology.-------Please send check or money order 'or

subscriptions, books, and tapes to:

Cold Fusion Technology
p.o. Box 2816 Concord, NH

03302.2816
Check: -1-year Infinite Energysubsciprtion;
-Are from Ice;-MIT CF Day Tapes; -ICCF5
Monte Carlo Tapes (Total Amount = $ )

INFINITE
ENERGY
Cold Fusion and New

Energy Technology

INFINrrE ENERGY premiered with
the March/April 1995 issue. Order

your subscription now, beginning with
the premier issue.

Subscribe to the leading
publication ....

BertH Werjefelt
(PoIyTech(USA), Hawaii)
"Energy from Magnetic Materials and Magnetic Fields.
Dr. Eugene F. Mallove
Concluding Remarks

TAPE'1
Dr. Eugene F. Mallove
(Cold Fusion Technology, Concord, NH)
HCoid Fusion and New Energ Technology - An Overview.
Dr. Peter Graneau
(Northeastern University Center for Electromagnetic Research>
-Anomalous Forces in Water Plasma Explosions.

TAPE'2
Buford (MRay'") Conley
(MIT, graduate student, Dept. of Aerol Astro Eng.)
"Light Water Excess Heat Experiments"
Fred Jaeger
(ENECO,SaIt Lake City)
"Patents and Commercialization-
IJrofessor Peter L Hagelstein
(MIT Dept. of EE&CS)

"Cold Fusion: WhOIt We Know and What We Don't KnoW-
TAPEI3

Professor Peter Hagelstein
(CONTINUED from TAPE '2)
"Cold Fusion: WNt We Know and What We Don't KnoW-
Professor Keith Johnson
(MIT Dept. of Materials Science and Eng.)
"Prosress in the Theory of Excess He ..t •• and.
"Excess HNt. - TIle Movie, now being made by Hollywoodl
James L Griggs
<Hydro Dynamics, Inc., Rome, Georgi.., USA)
'7he Hydroson.ic Pump: Excess Power and Other Effeds.

TAPE"

The tapes include the speakers'. presentations as
well as question and answer sessions. There is
footage of the Hydrosonic Pump under test as
well as close-up footage of rotor surface meltin~
effects. Bertil Werjefelt shows fex>tageof expen-
ments in his own laboratory. There are scenes of
~aP!'nese researchers from Sumitomo, Hitachi,
and other companies and universities now
involved in their claimed extraction of energy
from magnetic materials. These efforts are now
said by these researchers to be proceeding toward
commercialization. Actual experiments are seen

lAP MIT Cold Fusion Day 1995
Four (4) ~o-hour VHS video tapes are available
as a set, or individually, which were only slightly:
edited from professionally taken video fex>tageof
the day-long lAP Cold Fusion session at MIT on
January 21, 1995. The tapes include the following
material:

INFINrrE ENERGY is an international techni- Tablt.Top Alchemy: RogerStringham'sColdFusionReactor
caJ magazine with outreach to the general Creates Helium-4andLobof Excess Heat'
public as well. To maintain the highest editori .......----------------- .......
al standards, it is written and edited by scientists, engineers, and expert journalists. It is aimed at
pioneering scientists, engineers, industrialists, and investors who are entering an exciting new
R&D area. This continues to grow explosively, with significant involvement by Japanese corpora.
tions and an increasing number 0' U.S. companies. New technology developments and scientific
discoveries are being made monthly and reported in the peer.reviewed scientific literature.
INFIHrrE ENERGY reports on the latest information that is now pouring in from research centers
around the globe. Editor.in-Chief, Dr. Eugene F. Mallove, MIT '69.

The affordable subscription price 0' this slx.lssues/year publication of general and technical inter-
est is $29.95 for residents of the U.S. and Canada. (To cover first.dass air mail for other coun.
~es;the.annuaJ 'oreign subscription price is $49.95.)

To subscribe to INFINrrE ENERGY in 1995, beginning with the premier issue,
please send check or money order to Cold Fusion Technology, or enter credit
card .information on form below.

More excellent overview in progress. The tapes are VHS cassettes in NTSC
format and range from 120 to 127 minutes each.material. Order the complete set

of tapes of......................... FhiupS!t of fouutIAPCMITdtapses,$84th.95,ifncl~din)g
s ppmg to S or ana a (~110, 0 er orelgn.

An Open Letter

Order YOllrcopy of Fire from Ice today, persollally i"scribed by tIre aut~,()r at
YOllr reqllest. $22.95 payable to Cold FlIsio" Tedmology. Please.add $3.00 for'
U.SJCm,ada first class postage.

Cold Fusion saga ...

-Mallove brings dramatically to life the human side o~ this important scientifIC controveny, which hOIstapped
the emotions of its scientific participants in a w ..y usually typical only of major scientifIC revolutions. Fire
from ke is highly recommended reading for anyone who is interested in the nature of scientific controveny
and !'Cientific change. 1 frankly could not put the book down once I hOld started it.- .
- Dr. F,_1e Srdl ... llly,f- M"G4rllrur F«II ... , Setrrta Hi"ori" .., Mrr ProfrII .. III Setma, TrdoloolOJY, """ Soddy

--I hiShly arrredate Y"''' sjoInt In _rdlIng for ~ truth boNnd the cold fUllan f.. or .•CoId FuAon n.-:ch will contin.
- in Olina no matter how difficult It will be, Iin<le we ,.Un that this Is very lmportant for the world', _gy Ihortase
and for third world countrie that ~ -sY and Iadc rasrch fundill8. - _
-Profr_ of Prrytlc, Xi", nOff, U, TI_"."'" U"inNity, Bri/i"" IIr,," ofllJr CIrl_ FfUiOffP_ Pr.",,, ..

Dear Graduates and Friends of MIT:

Read n,e Book on the

Critical Acclaim for Fire from Ice:

"Eugene Mallove has produced a sOrely needed,
accl'Ssible overviE.'w of the cold fusion muddle. By
swl't'ping away stubbornly held preconCl'ptions, he
bares thE.'truth implicit in a provocative variety of experiments.'"

-Iulill" Sd" ..i"gr'
NobrlLAu,ntr ill Physic.

"Fire from la is the only good book on the subject. ...'"
-Art"', C. CI.,'"

... -fire from Ia is .. masterpiece of 8Cience document ..tion. Progress in deciphering the cold fusion effect is
now st .. lemated by an establishment pmNIure for confomlity. An authoritative book needed to be written, and
it hOld 10 rome from iomeone with root. in both the science and the journalism communities; there were very
few reorJe in the world ..s qUOllified • Eugene Mallove is to write it and give the story the meticulous atten-
tion it required.

-I think history will remember cold fusion like the -cat's whisker" laystall ndio; the transistor could have
been invented in 1924, if the ICience establishment hOld made ..n effort to understOlnd it. If it takes less than
four decades to understand this e1edrochemiQI effect, WNteYer it will ultimately be caUed, Eugene M .. llove's
book will deserve a 1"18e fnction of the credit ••
- Dr. Hm", H. Kohrt, fAtI.w .. " _" .. tri"lI.t, Co-F_"w ofMfr, F,,,,,d.lIltfw N"HOMl M"I"d u&or"tO'!f

Fire from Ice: Searching for the
Truth Behind the
Cold Fusion Furor

by Eugene F. Mallove, Sc.D.
Published by John Wiley Ie Sons, Inc., 1991,334p.

A timeless treatment of the greatest scientific
drama of our age .•_Nomlnated for a Pulltur Prize
In 1991.

George Gemow, Russien-Amerlcen physicist, 1904-1968

Sincerely,
Dr. Eugene F. Mellov.
MIl' 'n (AerolAstro)

Do you know that a university physics group in Italy is working with Flat Corporation on a
high-temperature process in which nickel aild hydrogen have liberated hundreds of megajoules
per mole of material-with no sign of an upper limit to energy release? Do you know that several
commercially available devices exist (In the United States and in a province of the former Soviet
Union), which generate Intense cavitation in water and produce continuous excess power in the
muhi.kilowan range, in some cases over 400% excess over input power? These units are already
heating buildings and are beginning to be exported to foreign countries.

If you did nOl know about these astonishing developments please educate yourself by read-
ing about them in the pages of Infinite Energy/To be sure, these facts are highly disturbing to
those with knee-jerk reactions to data that they can' explain w.h existing theory. The phenomena
are now absolutely confirmed, we lack only a firm microphysical explanation. One of the greatest
paradigm shifts in the history of science Is occurring right now.

That Is the good news. And now for the bad news: In 1989, alter the announcement of
.cold fusion- at the University of Utah, certain members of the MIT community gave MIT a very
bad name as a "bastion of skepticism. against cold fusion. One official, who wiU soon be leaving
MIT, signed the rush-ta-judgement negative DOE report against cold fusion in 1989. In 1995, he
still says, .coId fusion Is dead: Do you have any idea what happened behind the scenes here?
Did you know, for example, thai aJJegeclynegative resuhs on excess heat at MIT in 1989 were
anything but negative, and that these results continue to be used by the US Patent Office to block
hundreds of American palent applications in this critical field? The MIT Plasma Fusion Center held
a "Wake for Cold Fusion. on June 26, 1989, weeks before it even cQrnpiled the data on its excess
power experiment. Iso' it about time that something was done about this? What if in 1903-1908
prominent members of the Mil facuhy had aftacked the WrIght brothers as incompetents and
frauds and what if they had defended their government grant lor hot air balloon experiments
against the Invention of controlled heavier-than-air flight?

Think about It.

Do you know that a U.S. corporation's portable uhrasonlc reactor has created helium-4,
helium-3, and hundreds of watts of excess power from palladium toils In heavy water -repro-
ducibly? Do you realize that tritium Is now being generated-f'eproducibly- from palladium and
deuterium in cold fusion experiments at Los Alamos National Laboratory? Dozens of other labora-
tories have also generatedtrlium In chemical environments. Imagine the dismay of the nuclear
physicist in Texas-a skeptic- who was startled to obs8fVe numerous radioactive transmuted ele.
ments in palladium electrodes from his colclfusion experiments I Are you aware that Japan's MITI
and numerous Japanese corporations are developing .New Hydrogen Energy: I.e. cold fusion?

"L.t us hope thet In e decede or two, or et I.. st, Just before the beginning of the twenty-first
century, the ,.. ...... t ....... YNrs of tMor.lk:el physics win come to en end In e burst of
entirely new r.volutlonery Idees slmI"r to tho .. which hereJded the beginning of the
twentl.th century,"

------_.__ ._--------~---------------_._~_.-'~.-------------------------------------------------:-----------------:--..,..---~---

mailto:INTERNET:76570.2Zl0@c0mpuserve.com
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An Interview with President Charles M. Vest

Vest Discusses Future. Role of Institute

Our students keep getting better. Our applications
and acceptance rates went up this year quite
dramatically. Despite the slowdown of the
economy and the cost-cutting, we've hired well over
100 faculty in the last four-and-one-half years. If
we can just define our goals and make some shifts
and changes ... I think we'll do just fine.

By Jeremy Hylton
TECHNOLOGY DIREeroR

The first four-and-a-half years of
Charles M. Vest's tenure as presi-
dent of MIT has been a period of
tremendous change for the Institute.

The growth of MIT as an institu-
tion of international reputation was
supported largely by federal fund-
ing, in particular funding motivated
by the Cold War. The end of the
Cold War, a Congress increasingly
skeptical of the value and integrity
of the nation's research universities,
and now a drive to balance the fed-
eral budget have created an environ-
ment far different from the one
inhabited by his predecessors.

Two weeks ago, I spent a little
over an hour with Vest discussing
the problems the Institute faces and
h is thoughts on the future. Though
Vest was obviously concerned by the
House budget that had been passed a
few days before and more generally
about a weakening of the govern-
ment's commitment to funding
research and education, Vest came
across as optimistic about the future.

The Institute will be wen-served,
Vest said, by continuing to do what
it has always done - performing
top-notch research, exploring new
and emerging research areas, and
providing a rigorous education in
science and engineering.

Vest described new research pro-
grams, like the newly-created Cen-
ter for Learning and Memory, with
enthusiasm and expressed hope that
re-engineering win help to eliminate
the Institute's budget deficits. He
talked about the challenges ahead in
defining the future of graduate edu-
cation and bringing more women
and minorities to the faculty.

But it is Vest's work with the
federal government that is the most
important accomplishment to date.
Whether he wants to or not, he
seems unable to avoid it: Our inter-
view was interrupted briefly when
he received a phone calJ from a fel-
low university president with whom
he discussed the latest developments
in Washington.

The Tech: The House of Rep-
resentatives just passed a bud-
get resolution yesterday that con-
tains very significant cuts in
support for science and universi-
ty research. The cuts mane head-
lines in the New York Times -
and they seem particularly threat-
ening for MIT, because so much
of our research is government
funded. What can the Institute do
to cope with the changes that
are coming?

Vest: I think we ought not only
to look at the immediate actions but
the flow of things over a decade or
so. There is no question that
research universities are in for a
very difficult period. First the Con-
gress and now the administration
are both talking about balancing the
budget over seven years, and that
implies about a 35 percent cut in
domestic discretionary spending.
And while domestic discretionary
spending is in fact a very smalJ part
of the federal budget, it contains vir-
tually everything that supports
research and education. So these are
very scary times.

Part of this seems to stem from
historicaHrends. We are at a water-
shed that is largely driven by the
end of the Cold War. The change in
Ameri<;a ',s competitive position in
the world and the relatively slow
ecoil m~ we've had, and a rather
major infusion of a kind of populist
philosophy that doesn't value the
things we do as much as it should
- we've lost sight of federal fund-
ing in education and research as
investments. People are looking at
them simply as costs and costs to be
cut down. Until we get back to rec-
ognizing them as essential invest-
ments in the future, we're going to
have trouble, whether it's the

Republicans or the Democrats.
The image of the universities

was rather unfairly tarnished during
the period of time in which all the
investigations over indirect cost
reimbursement and so forth were
going on. That certainly set a tone in
Washington that has been very diffi-
cult in general to deal with.

We are seeing the mission agen-
cies, like defense, energy, and
NASA being cut back. The National
Scienc~ Foundation and the Nation-
al Institutes of Health are likely to
continue to be treated relatively
well, but I don't think even they will
be spared some reductions. We're
hearing 5 to 10 percent cuts.

How do we deal with it? Strate-
gically, some of the answers to that
are very clear. This problem is one
of the major driving forces for our
re-engineering effort. One of the
things we need to do is simply get
the Institute's costs down. We have
been working very hard to get all of
faculty salaries moved onto the
endowment. That will dramatically
reduce the dependence of faculty
salaries on research grants and con-
tracts, so that as funding declines, it
can at least be focused on student
support and infrastructure-building
and things like that. It's slightly
painful at the moment, but in the
long run it is an important piece of
our strategy.

We have just adopted a fairly
complicated but very comprehen-
sive and I think fair and thoughtful
plan for the funding of graduate stu-
dent research and teaching assis-
tance tuition reimbursement. That

includes, by the way, putting some
money in the bank over the next few
years to build a reserve, so that after
fiscal year 1998, when the new rules
kick in, we'll be in a position to
pick up about 45 percent of the cost
of tuition to our RAs and T As. If
current levels of funding continue
during this period, that will leave us
in fairly good shape.

We may see other attacks in the
meantime. As I look ahead, I think
the biggest danger we face in this
regard is the possibility of very
severe and quite highly targeted
budget cuts. What I mean by that is
if the Department of Energy or
Department of Defense or NASA
decide to cut out entire areas of sup-
port or entire major programs, then
that might come down and hit a par-
ticular laboratory or discipJine very
hard here. I think that's more likely
than just a continual degradation of
support we get broadly.

The other area I'm very con-
cerned about is that ,as the federal
agencies' budgets get tight they are ,
beginning to back away from pay-
ing significant portions graduate stu-
dent tuition. That's a very danger-
ous trend not just for MIT but
nationally, because it begins to force
a separation of the education and
researoh functions, t3 d create ineen;-
tives for hiring full-time researchers
or certain kinds of post-doctoral fel-
lows as opposed to graduate- stu-
dents. In the long run that's nota~
wise thing for the country to do.

It's a very tough time and we're
doing our best to see our. way
through it. We obviously are inter-
ested in increasing the amount of
support we get from industry and
other private sources. We've come
along slowly; more than 23 percent
of our research income is now from
non-federal sources. I also think it i

totally unrealistic that MIT or
America's research universities
could replace government funding
with industrial funding. It just will
not happen. It is a function that the
government must support.

The Tech: What do you think
is at the root of the change in
the government's priorities. Is it
really a popular notion that the
government shouldn't be sup-
porting this research or is it a by-
product of the drive to reduce the
deficit? And how do you work to
change people's attitudes?

Vest: There are several things
that are happening an at once. The
most immediate problem is that the
Congress appears to be deciding to
balance the budget and cut the
deficit over a fairly short period of
time. And the general approach is
very single-minded: Let's just get
the budgets cut and worry about
putting the pieces together again
later. That's what's creating these
very immediate dangers.

But beyond that there are a lot of
things going on. The end of the cold
war removed the primary rationale
the Congress had for supporting
graduate education and research -
and that was concerns about mili-
tary security and a belief that the
technology base needed to be very
sophisticated and very strong. The
other pillar of support was of course
medical science and health care, and
I think that continues to be a strong
and important goal of the govern-
ment.

Also whenever the economy is
slow, people tend to turn somewhat
against institutions, things that have
at least the appearance of privilege
and elitism. But we've both studied
and in some cases been involved in
sponsoring some scientifically-
based public polling, to understand
attitudes towards research and uni-
versities and the first thing that
jumps out at you is that there actual-
ly is tremendous goodwi II among
the broad public for universities and
colleges, and even for research.

But there is a very negative view
among the so-called opinion lead-
ers, namely politicians and journal-
ists. That is very troubling to me
because I think they are tending to
represent things in ways that really
aren't the will of the population.
The broad public seems to still
understand that investment in sci-
ence is very important. They under-
stand it most in terms of medical
science, which I think is to be
expected, but they are still excited
about space and in general. they
think that what goes on particularly
at high quality institutions is impor-
tant and worth funding. ,S~lw-e've
got to build on that. ,

We've got to be ~ure' t~~t other
people are telling the stpryr of t~e
importance of our nation'sruniversi-
ties, both to Congress a!l9 ,!o the
public at large. And that i egi-
ning to happen. There was both an
op-ed piece and a letter circulated
around Congress that was signed by
the CEOs of 16 big corporations of
all different kinds - chemical,
computer, automobile - country-
wide. If you will notice, the last few
days the New, York Times has been
writing both editorially a~~ journal-
istically about the dangers of cutting
back investment in science.

So the battle is far from over,

and there is more good will to be
won. But we also need to be careful
that we are in fact trying to work
efficiently and keep our costs down
at the same time we try to keep sup-
port up.

The Tech: When I reflect on
what it is a university president
must be doing, the hardest thing
.........and , think it must be harder
with these changes going on -
is trying to set intellectual vision
for where the university is going.
Could you talk a little about what
your vision for the future is and
where the Institute is headed?

Vest: Well first of all I appreci-
ate your question. It's been a bit
frustrating during these last four
years that of necessity things in my
office have been much more domi-
nated than I would like by concerns
of the federal government and pub-
lic attitude and cost reduction and so
forth. These aren't the things you

/ get excited about; the frustrating
part is that we've won a lot of bat-
tles, particularly in Washington, and
largely winning a battle means what
didn't happen rather than taking' on
something exciting and new.

And it has left me feeling very
uneasy that both MIT and our uni-
versities more broadly have sort of
been in a siege mentality. We have
been operating very reactively and
defensively, and we've had to in
order to keep the whole system
together. But it really is necessary
not to get mired down in that and to
keep moving ahead.

In reality, despite all these con-
cerns and fears, the faculty are
doing what they've always done:
Defining the cutting edge, moving
ahead with exciting new ideas.
Some of the larger trends are
already very clear.

One is continued movement
towards and strengthening of all
kinds of things associated with the
life sciences. Biology has gotten
stronger and better, and has certain-
ly retained its place as perhaps the
preeminent department in the coun-
try. We are beginning to see very
significant enrollment shifts into
biology and into areas of chemical
engineering, brain and cognitive sci-
ence, and environmental areas with-
in civil engineering that build on
biology. That's a clear mega-trend,
if you will, that's going to continue
and is very exciting.

That's enabled us to do things
like initiate the new Center for
Learning and Memory which is a
very key thrust of the School of Sci-
ence in the neurosciences that will
be decades long in trying to under-
stand the brain in fundamental ways
- and ultimately have some kind of
positive influence on the solution to
problems of men~1 diseases that we
now have in physical diseases.

I'm very excited about the
progress that is r~ally snowballing
in building strong, innovative, and
quite interdisciplinary programs in
the environment. We're"buiiding
international alliances and re,lIy,.
have succeeded.in getting faculty
and students to work together very
substantively across traditional dis-
ciplinary boundaries of. science and
e£onomics and ~anagement and
political science and engineering.

I'm quite convinced that if' we
look back a decade or more 'from
now, we will see that MIT- has led
some very substantial.changes in the
nature of engfneering education,
particularly at the .updergraduate
and masters level. The first !'1lanifes-
tatioo of this was the electrical engi-
neering and computer science five-
year combined bachelor's and
master's degree p~gram .. but things
are going on much deePer than that.
We have to retain the great strength
of analytical tools from 'mathemat-
iCs, science and computing, but at,
the same time mov'e much more
strongly into practice-oriented activ-

ities - more synthesis, design,
teamwork, understanding the social,
economic, and business contexts
better. I think that's beginning a
very exciting new direction that will
bring change almost as fundamental
as the engineering science revolu-
tion we led back in the 50s through
mid-60s.

The School of Architecture and
Planning is undergoing a renais-
sance. They've made some wonder-
ful hires of new young faculty. They
are forging ahead with what the
dean likes to call the architecture
design studio of the future. Design
has become an Institute-wide theme.
We're getting lots of team-teaching
across schools a's well as across spe-
cific disciplines.

The Sloan School of course has
completely redesigned its masters
curriculum. It has reorganized itself
in a new matrix fashion, to work a
little more effectively. It is getting
deeply involved in international
matters, including distance learning
largely though not exclusively con-
centrated on Asia.

The humanities and social sci- I /

ences have just become better and
better and more exciting every year
- for example, what we're doing
in music and theater arts. The eco-
nomics department remains one of
the very best in the world. Political
science has really come up and is
getting to be a very stimulating
environment. There is broad inter-
est in matters having to do with lan-
guage throughout that school and
spilling over into brain and cogni-
tive science of course. Starting with
the strength in linguistics that's
been built around what Noam /-f
Chomsky and Morris Halle have .
developed here, but going into new
ways for people to acquire new lan-
guages with multimedia interaction
that has an underlying base of lin-
guistic theory.

So I'm not at all pessimistic
about wh~t' s going on. Our students
keep getting better. Our applications
and acceptance rates went up this
year quite dramatically. Despite the
slowdown of the economy and the
cost-cutting, we've hired well over
100 faculty in the last four-and-one-
half years. If we can just define our
goals and make some shifts and
changes that are more relevant to
the role of the future, I think we'll
do just fine. But there will be some . ("1
pain and anxiety at the same time.

The Tech: The hardest part of
setting the university's intellectu-
al course seems to be deciding
when things need to be closed
- when something that we have
done for a long time is no longer
a field for cutting edge research.

Vest: Yes. Universities are not
good at that. We'll probably have to
get better. .

The Tech: Where do think MIT
may be doing work that is no
longer as fruitful ,as it once was?

Vest: I don't think our problems
in that regard are terribly serious
because the MIT faculty is very
entrepreneurial intellectually. I ran
iJito a' professor I'm' very fond of in
the hallway; he's an emeritus pro-
fessor who has been retired for sev-
eraI' years now, and I asked, "What
are you up to?" He said, "I'm work-
ing on a hypenned-ia version of my -;*'- 1

textbook." That's MIT.
P"eople change. They move

ahead. They're looking for exciting
new ideas, devel,oping mechanisms
like t.he world industry congress
we'll hold next spring to get some
dialogue with the external world
about what's needed. I think on the
whole people tend to not only to
shift and adapt, but lead as well. But
it may be that we will have to be a
little bit more introspective, particu-
larly in educational programs, and
decide whether there are things that
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Vest: Well, I really hesitate to
give myself a grade for two reasons.
One, I think that's really a judgment
that other people and academic his-
tory will have to make, and second,
it's pretty early to see what the
results of this time have been. But
it's easy to see things that have gone
well and things that haven't.

I think that despite the great dif-
ficulties of the time, I've succeeded
together with my colleagues, in giv-
ing us a greatly strengthened and
different kind of presence in Wash-
ington, in the debates that are going
on, and with the federal government
and the public. I'm quite proud of
the progress we've made there,
although unfortunately it's been a
bit more defensive and less positive
than I would like. I think I played an
important role on behalf of the
nation's research universities.

I think that the seeds for quite
fundamental change particularly in
engineering and management edu-
cation have been sown. We'll see
the fruits of that come out very
quickly. I hope retrospectively that
will be an important accomplish-
ment.

I believe starting the work on re-
engineering, which by definition is
incomplete right now, has been a
big risk that we had to take. It's one
we've taken on in a bigger, more
comprehensive way than any other
major university I know of, and I'm
hoping that it will turn out to have
been sound leadership and that it
will payoff for future students and
faculty.

In the area of diversity, which
has been very high on my priority
list, the record is distinctly mixed.
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The Tech: You have now been
at the Institute for a little over
four and a half years, just longer
than the graduating seniors. How
would you rate your performance
so far?

declining research budgets.
In science, I think it is very

important that our doctoral students
gain a deeper understanding of the
breadth of opportunities before
them. There are worthwhile careers
other than being a professor or
working in a cutting edge research
laboratory. While it is almost
heresy, I hope that here and else-
where, at least as a thought experi-
ment, people will giv.e some consid-
eration to what a really
well-respected professional masters
program might look like in some of
the sciences.

In both undergraduate and grad-
uate education, I firmly believe that
we will see some" quite fundamental
influences of new information tech-
nologies. It's not a panacea. We're
not going to replace bright and
interactive faculty with bright and
interactive computers. But when
you think about the significance of
literally having the information of
the whole word at your fingertips -
and increasingly sophisticated and
easy to use tools to gather it, to
reformat it, and to present it - it's
got to have profound influence on
education.

Many of the faculty I've talked
to about this are coming to the very
interesting conclusion that used
properly, these technologies may
end up providing for increased
rather than decreased contact with
faculty and good strong interaction,
with some faculty becoming more
of a mentor and a guide and a
pathfinder through information that
can be gathered and displayed by
computers. Things will happen
faster than we can plan for them and
we'll do lots of interesting experi-
ments.

Graduate programs - particu-
larly in management, perhaps in
engineering or architecture and
planning - will be formatted
specifically for companies or sec-
tors; probably there will be
increased non-degree education.
What the Institute will have to do is
decide which of these things it
wants to do. My hope is to try to
make those as conscious decisions
and not just fall into them.

because it is very important for
preparing students for the kind of
world they're going into.

We also have a set of issues that
continue to be addressed about the
broader nature of student life and
living here; once we get the new
dean on board, we'll begin to worry
about that a bit.

There are issues that are always
with us: How do you extend the
learning environment in a more sub-
stantial ways into the living groups?
How do we increase our sense of
community? How do we deal better
and more effectively with the
changing diversity of our col-
leagues? Those things will' always
be with us. They are very important,
and I hope they get some quite spe-
cific attention. The primary issue I
believe for the new dean is to ask
these fundamental questions on an
Institute-wide basis.

In terms of graduate school, I
think you'll find a lot of activity
beginning. On a national basis~ the
nature of doctoral education is
beginning to be questioned very
fundamentally. I believe that in
engineering you'll see a continued
movement towards the five-year
master of engineering programs.
Probably we will see a cutback in
the overall number of PhD students
here, both because of what's viewed
as the appropriate preparation for
practice and 'also the influence of

away the rigor that really gives us
our uniqueness and I think gives our
students a great advantage.

As I think about undergraduate
education, I remain concerned per-
sonally about what we learned from
the senior survey this year - in par-
ticular the perception on the part of
very significant numbers of our stu-
dents that both their self esteem and
their creativ<ity have not been
expanded by their MIT experience.
That's very troubling, because if
you go anywhere outside of MIT,
talk to employers, talk to graduates
who have been out a few years,
what you find is that we tend to be
the most creative and self-confident
bunch out there. But even if it's a
perception rather than a reality, it's
really troubling. So that's something
I hope we can keep out there, and
sort out what that means and sort
out corresponding improvements.

But general trends - you've
already mentioned the movement
towards life sciences - and I think
we'll see increasingly towards neu-
rosciences and so forth as those
fields heat up and become even
more exciting. I don't think it's time
to announce the decline of engineer-
ing at MIT - I think it will remain
the largest component of our under-
graduate education.

But we do need to understand
how to prepare people better for the
kind of industry they're going into.
I'm repeating myself slightly, but
we do have to recognize that people
will be using these tools and
processes that they learn in very dif-
ferent ways than they did in the
past. We need to give students some
understanding of the highly global-
ized and internationalized business-
es they will work in. We have to be
sure we build more consideration of
environmental matters into the way
we think about processes and
design, and understand more about
manufacturing and producing prod-
ucts as well as designing and ana-
lyzing components, which is our tra-
ditional strength.

We have got to find ways of at
le~st exposing st,udents to more

. interdisciplinary activities, I think
the sort of experiential learning that
goes on in the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program or
the VI-A Internship Program is
something we should build on

The Tech: Looking at under-
graduate education, there have
been some changes over the last
few years - the new biology

We believe that bef-orewe get very far into the next
century we're going to have to raise ab01lt $100
million in endowment for scholarships. That's
essential to maintain our philosophy of need blind
admission. So we're working hard at that. I hope
we get there.
requirement and the review of
the humanities requirements -
but few really big changes. There
is also a shift in enrollment
towards programs like biology.
What kind of changes do you
expect in the future?

Vest: I think we'll see evolution
rather than revolution, and I think
that the seeds that the kind of
changes we'll see in undergraduate
education have probably already
been planted. Over the next few
years we'll begin to see those bear
fruit in a variety of ways, and at the

, same time we'll start planting the
seeds for change in graduate pro-
grams, which is' what I see as our
next major issue - from even the
national perspective.

At the undergraduate level, we
will tend to evolve according to
what is perceived by young people
as being exciting and having a great
future. I think the real issue is how
we retain the intensity and great
excellence of analytical education
that MIT has always provided, yet
build a better understanding and
skill base in our students for a world
in which they clearly are going to
have multiple careers and operate in
international and much broader con-
texts than they did 20 or 30 years
ago. We somehow have got to rec-
ognize that and it is very important
that we do so without throwing

Vest: Let's in fact start with that.
Our endowment in round numbers
is $2 billion. That is a very substan-
tial endowment, on the order of
number 7 or 8 in size in the country.
On the other hand, if one normalizes
that to the number of students or
number of faculty then we drop
down to around number 35. So MIT
certainly could use some substantial
strengthening of its endowment.

MIT grew in the modern age
largely on the back of federally
sponsored research; because we are
so heavily invested in science and
technology, that's been the way we
have grown. We are unlike many
other private universities that have
very large liberal arts components
and other professional schools. So'
when you look at that endowment
figure, it's not too surprising. We
don't have a law school or a med-
ical school.

The other thing is that there has
not been the same level of tradition
and expectation of giving back
that's become inculcated in people
from the Ivy League universities.
We've traditionally had more first
generation college students and peo-
ple from the middle and lower-mid-
dle class who see engineering and
science as a way up. So the whole
dynamic is different.

But during Paul Gray's presiden-
cy, when we initiated and carried
our most of the Campaign for the

- Future, we really began getting
much more sophisticated and began
bui lding the networks of people
across the country among our alum-
ni and friends that really will pay
off over the next few decades. It
doesn't happen over night. We con-
tinue to work very, very hard on
that.

The endowment is one of the
really important things, particularly
to keep the place affordable. We
believe that before we get very far
into the next century we're going to
have to raise about $100 million in
endowment for scholarships. That's
essential to maintain our philosophy
of need blind admission. So we're
working h~rd a~ that. I hope we get
there. .

The Tech: That's the side of
the administration that students
really don't see directly for the
most part. How can we recognize
the success of the changes?

president]. That made it necessary
to make some changes and I ended
up making really quite radical
changes in terms of people's posi-
tions. At that time, I appointed Bar-
bara Stowe as vice president for
development. Glenn P. Strehle '58
became chief financial officer for
the institute as vice president for
finance, and continued as treasurer.
James J. Culliton became ice presi-
dent for administration. And Joan
Rice took a newly defined role as
vice president for human resources.

It was a very major reorganiza-
tion and I must say I'm extraordi-
narily hap'py wi'tft th'e vlay'it is
working out. We've brought some
major new talent into the team and
gave virtually everybody on that
side of the house some new duties
and challenges, and I am very
pleased with the way that is work-
ing. If we can do as well with the
~cademic appointments, I'll be very
happy.

, Vest: There are two or three
things that come clearly to mind
because virtually all of these posi-
tions have to do with resources and
services. The questions are: How
strong is our income of financial
resources? How well do we handle
it both in terms of investing it and
utilizing it inside the Institution?
And then how well do we provide
services to students and to faculty?

Part of the answer to that will
ultimately be tied up with the suc-
cess of re-engineering in terms of
improving the quality of service and
increasing their cost-effectiveness.
And that's the way in which I've
been calling on most of these people
for leadership.

But in the meantime, I'm pleased
to say we're having a banner year in
fund-raising: It's' one of the
strongest years we've had in a long
time, and I think that part of the
Institute is beginning to come
together very nicely.

The Tech: Lets talk a little
more about the resources com-
ing. At the town meeting last
month, you mentioned that this
was a banner year for alumni giv-
ing. What does that suggest
about alumni attitudes towards
MIT? And related to that, it ;s '
occasionally mentioned that the
endowment is actually a bit small
relative to the amount of
research it supports. How strong
is the endowment?
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The Tech: You had a similar
opportunity a year ago when you
really re-organized the adminis-
tiatlve side of the Institute. Now
that a year has gone by, how suc-
cessful do you think this re-engi-
neering of the upper administra-
tion has been?

Vest: tI 'have received the oral
reports ana written reports from
both the search committee for the
Dean of Undergraduate Education
and Students Affairs and the Dean
of the Graduate School. I know the
%lateof candidates each of them has
proposed and I tried to keep those
moving along quickly.

I expect that the two deans will
be announced in the next few
weeks. For the sake of students, I
wish I could make the announce-
ments before graduation, but these
matters do take time.

The other two positions are com-
ing more slowly. The Director of
Libraries is a very important posi-
tion in 1995 because of all places in
the world, MIT really ought to be
leading the way in library and
library-like functions in the future.
That committee is working very
hard. They've identified a number
of people, several of whom have
been here for sort of a first pass
interview.

The search committee for the
associate provost for the arts is also
moving at a determined pace. They
are about to the point where they
will begin inviting candidates to
campus. Those two appointments
should come later in the summer.

It's been difficult having so
many offices open, but it's really a

. terrific opportunity to think of how
the whole team fits together.

Vest: It was stimulated by the
death of Constantine B. Simonides
'57 [who had served as senior vice

The Tech: I wanted to ask
, about some very immediate con-
~. erns. When do you expect to

name the next deans of the grad-
uate school and of undergradu-
ate' educatlo'n:"ah'd 'stua~nt affairs
are going to be? And what is the
status the searchers for a new
library director and a new associ-
ate provost for the arts?

'..

need to be cut out in order to foster
others.>*, We'll probably have to do more
of that, but those aren't decisions
that should be made unilaterally
from the central administration. But
we may have to put in processes to
think about that more consciously.

But it- IS a great challenge and
universities aren't very good at it.

\: ~ Charles M. Vest

.. .,-:> L~ n i1O-
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CongratulatIons.
to these graduating Tech staffers.

Thanks for all your help, and good luck with
your future endeavors.

I .,

Diana Bancila
Raajnish A. Chitaley ,

Rich Dornonkos
.Teresa Esser

Evelyn Kao
Sarah Y. Keightley

Matthew E. Konosky

Yueh Z. Lee
Garlen C. Leung

Trudy Liu
Michael C. Morgan, , PhD

Eva Moy
Matt Neirnark

Carrie Perlman

Ben Reis
Eric Richard

Nicole A..She~
Pradeep .SreekanJ:ha~

.Justin Strittmatter-
Jeann.e Thieriprasit

OscarYeh

L....- ~ ___....;:;.... ~,
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POLICE LOG

M-F 9-7, Sat 10-6, Sun 1--6

I. U.... _., .........
Kendal1 Square,292 Main Street
Cambridge MA 02142
617.253.5249

congratulations,
graduates
frOm all of us at
mit
medical

The following incidents were reported to the Campus Police
between May 13 and June 1:

May 13: Student Center, bicycle stolen, $400; Bldg. 9, old bicycle
stolen, no value.

May 14: Rockwell Cage, fanny pack and contents stolen, $120;
Bldg. N51, larceny of cash and supplies, $690.

May 15: Bldg. 2, suspicious person; Bldg. E53, harassing mail;
Bldg. 48, harassing phone calls, Bldg. E52, suspicious mail.

" May 16: Bldg. 14N, larceny, $35 cash; Walker Memorial, larceny
of cash and pager, $100; Bldg. W 11, larceny of cash, $50; West
Annex Lot, 1988 Jeep stolen.

May 17: Hayden Library, larceny of wallet and jacket unknown
value; Rotch Library, larceny of a laptop computer, $2,800; Bldg.
E52 Plaza, larceny of a bicycle,$l ,200.

May 18: Bldg. 10, larceny of hand truck, $200; Bldg. 66, larceny
oflaptop computer, $2,000; West Annex J,-ot, larceny of a '91 Honda
Accord; West Annex Lot, recovery of a stolen motor vehicle; West
Annex Lot, attempted larceny of a motor vehicle; Bldg. 4 3rd.floor
women's room, aggravated assault; Bldg. W20, Athena cluster, larce-
ny of a back pack, $180.

May 20: McCormick, harassing phone calls; Bldg. 66, James
Norton, of 169 Chestnut St., Waltham, arrested for trespassing; E52

f Plaza, larceny of a Raleigh bicycle, $250; Massachusetts Avenue and
Memorial Drive, Carl Estrella, of 29 Newton Ct., Cambridge, arrest-
ed for disorderly conduct; Bexley, larceny of a microwave oven,
$150; Bldg. 36, larceny of a 10 speed bicycle, $110.

May 21: New House, larceny of a mountain bicycle, unknown
value; E52 Plaza, larceny of a Trek bicycle, $200.

May 22: Bldg. E 15, larceny of a computer notebook, $500; Bldg.
E 19, harassing phone calls; Sailing Pavilion, attempted larceny of
boats.

May 23: Bexley, larceny of a mountain bicycle, $200; Bldg. 10,
suspicious activity; Bldg. I, larceny of cash, $80; Bldg. 5, larceny of
a wallet, $30; Bldg. W20, larceny of a wallet, $20; Bldg. E IS, larceny

~ of airline tickets, $4,4 I3.

May 24: Bldg. 10, larceny of cash, $12; Westgate, larceny of
clothes, $107; Bldg. E fs, larceny of a computer, $6,700.

May 25:, Hayden Library, larceny of cash, $IS; Hayden Library,
larceny of a pocketbook, $25.

May 26: Bldg. 7, Derek Burrill, or' 183 Curwiri Circle, Lynn,
arrested for trespassing; Killian Court, shrubs vandalized, $800;
Bldg. II, wallet containing, $560 stolen; Johnson Athletic Center, .'
generator stolen, $700; wallet stolen from Hayden recovered in Bldg.
4 minus $12; Student Center, ,Nathaniel J. Kaplis, of 31 Calvert Rd.,
Waltham, arrested for assaulting an officer and trespassing.

May 27: Next House, loading dock, car window broken and a
suitcase stolen, unknown value.

May 28: New House, laptop computer stolen from unlocked
room, $2,000.

May 30: Bldg. 66, scale stolen, $1,000; Bldg. E19, annoying
phone calls; Bldg. 36, $ I 10 cash stolen.

May 31: Bldg. E17, $50 cash stolen; Bldg. 35, computer chips
stolen, $200; West Annex parking lot, Honda Accord broken into,
glove box riffled and $3 in change stolen; West 275 parking lot,
Honda Civic, car broken into and vehicle registration and portable
radio stolen, $70; West Garage, windshield wipers stolen from a
Chrysler Intrepid.

June 1: Burton bicycle rack, Trek bicycle stolen, $410; Bldg.
~IS, walkman and headphones stolen, $120; Hayden Library, suspi-
cious mail; Bldg. 48 lot, Toyota Camry broken into, stolen car phone,
$2S0; Bldg. 10, vandalism.

Top Software ~ we hope
•.. ~ you don't needEngIneers . ~ your ho:spital insurance

. . ~ this Sbuumtmer,
We are a high-end financial products developer ~r~A
and premier consultancy in business for 11 ~~~_ just ~n case •••
years. We seek top software engineers and
project leaders to 'work on our sophisticated new~~~~;~:~~r~:~~:~:;~::::t::~/II/I ~
The setting is: bright people, high challenge,
nigh expectaion, and high reward. You must
have a CS or related degree. Database
experie~ce preferred. Send or fax your
resume to:

Charles River Development
10 Cedar St.

Woburn, MA 01801
Fax 617-938-9160'

if you're graduating or leaving MIT:
your 94/95 MIT student hospital insurance lasts thru 8/31/95*

if you're returning to MIT in the fall:
your 94/95 MITstudent hospital insurance lasts thru 8/31/95*

*except for specla. progl'llms

mil medical • questions? call 617-253-4371
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Computing Machinery and the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineer~ he was named an IEEE
fellow in i990. He is also a fellow
of the American Academy f]ilft1s
and Sciences and a member of the
National Academy of Engineering.

Born in Petach Tikvah, Israel in
1941, Moses came to the United
States in 1954 and received the
Bachelor of Arts (1962) and Master. .,
of Arts (1963) degrees in mathemat-
ics from Columbia Univ~rsity.

Moses joined the faculty as an
assistant professor in 1967, the same
year he received his doctorate in
mathematics under the supervisionof
Professor of EECS Marvin Minsky.
He became an associate professor in
1971and a full profi ssor in 1977.

He served as EECS head from
1981 to 1987 and associate director
of the Laboratory for Computer Sci-
ence from 1974'to 1981.

question of how to position the uni-
versity to function in the best possi-
ble way in this budgetary climate."

Moses, a",{ormer head of the
Department of Electrical Engineer-
ing and Computer Science, has been
dean of the School of Engineering
since 1991. Since 1989, he has been
the Dugald C. Jackson Professor of
Computer Science and Engineering.

A member of the EECS faculty
for almost 30 years, Moses is best
known for the development of Mac-
syma, one of the largest computer
systems for symbolic algebra
manipulation.

His areas of interest are the orga-
nization of large complex systems,
competitiveness, product realiza-
tion, knowledge-based systems,
computers and education, and sym-
bolic manipulation.
. Moses has been 1 actively
involved with the Association for

community, Kiang said. "There are
many forces that tend to drive pe0-
ple apart at MIT, and the job of the
upper administration is to do what it
has to do without driving people
apart any more than is necessary."

"They have to somehow commu-
nicate to..allthe components of MIT
what they value and would work to
build," he said.

Moses has "done extremely well
as administrator," said Institute Pro-
fessor Jerome I. Friedman.
Although MIT traditionally has a
scientist for president and an engi-
neer for provost or vice versa, hav-
ing engineers in both top positions
does not present a problem, Fried-
man said.

"It depends upon the individual,"
said Friedman. "I don't think one
should look too carefully" at the
person's specific area; "it's a ques-
tion of the vision of the person, a

School of Business Administration.
Next fall, Moses will co-teach a

seminar on the architecture of com-
puter systems. "Part of-the reason
for these varied connections is that
computer science has strong rela-
tionships with mathematics, engi-
neering, management, and architec-
ture," Moses said.

Moses is "used to responsibility
and he's always someone who has
thought broadly about the issues of
education," said Professor of Health
Sciences and Technology Nelson Y.
S. Kiang.

"Whoever assumes the position
of provost in these times is probably
not gojng to be popular because
there are very tough decisions that
have to be made," Kiang said. "It
won't be all building ... some things
will have to be attenuated."

Moses will also have to watch
out for divisiveness in the MIT

"In these trying times for univer-
sities, MIT's goal should be to go
beyond preserving as rwh of the
current system as possible," he said.
"We should strive to create a new
and more flexible institution that
can serve as a model for others for
the coming decades."
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Vest Names Engineering Dean Moses New Provost
Provost, from Page I

Appointment received po!>~tively
Several faculty members and

administrators positively received
Moses' appointment. Calling it "a
good appointment," Dean for
Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Travis R. Merritt cited Moses'
broad educational background as a
beneficial quality. Moses has a
Bachelor of Arts degree from Yale,
received his doctorate in the School
of Science, and spent a year at the
Harvard University Graduate

Seeds for Basic Education Change Planted; Vest Says

I.Bates,- ft:em!Fage1

acceleratorprojects are funded by the . Peer review process flouted
same pr~gram: thy TUNL.Labot:,atg- _ Tile elimination ofth~unive.rsity
ty run by Universityof North Caroli- accelerators surprised many people
na, North Carolina State, and Duke because it circumvented established
iJniversity, and fadlities at exas . national priorities and. peer review ..~
A&M UniverSitY~the Univer~ity of'.'" pfoeessts. . _ .;, . .
Washington:and Yale University. .:. "It is p~rticularly surprising to us

Officials at other universities •. because this particular communft. p
were also shocked by the proposed ,has a veri weil established planning
eliminations. "Itis a.disaster for us," procedure," said Texas A&M's
said Joseph Natowitz, director of the Nato~itz .."They have an' advisory
Cyclotron Laboratory 'at Texas. committee to Department Qf Ener-
A&M. -"It would shut down not just gy. They have reviewed the pro-
us, but every universitY-basedaccel- grams,' given certain budget scenar-
erator in the country.,1t appears to 10s - all that seems to have be~n
have been put in place because Pc<>-'. just ignored."
pl.e don.'t understand what these . Vest was concerned because
facilities are about." . funding was reduced for university

The university accelerators have laboratorie~, but not for any of the
played an important role as training national laboratories. "Such an
groun<js for nuclear physicists, approac.h is not consistent with the
including John H. Gibbons, science bipartisan commitment to strength-
adviser to President Clinton. ening b~sic research in the nation's

universities," Vest wrote in a letter
Local congressmen oppose cut to the Massachusetts delegation.

Rep. Peter G. T~rkj)dsen, whose The nuclear physics community,
district includes Bates, and other in conjunction with the DoE and the
members of the Massachusetts Con- National Science Foundation, is cur-
gressional delegation were quick to rently in the middle of a review,
champion both Bates and the im~r- Redwine explained. The review
tance of the accelerator program' as committee is headed by Professor
a whole.....,., Ernest J. Moniz, head of the Depart-

Vest released a statement yester- ment of Physics.
day thanking Torkildsen for his sup- "Indeed, in that process, Bates
port. "MIT is committed to continue was recognized as a very important
to work with him on this issue of part of the national program in
national significance.We are hopeful nuclear physics," Redwine said.
it can be turned around," Vest said. "The agency has done a very thor-

MIT has also received some sup- ough job of setting priorities and
port from Massachusetts Senators Bates has always been .recognized
John Kerry and Edward M. as doing top-quality science."
Kennedy, but they have not tak,en 'Eliminating the smaller universi-
direction action because the Senate ty accelerators will also hurt work at
has not begun to consider specific larger accelerators like Stanford,
funding authorizations, according to Brookhaven, and Fermilab near
Ronald P. Suduiko, assistant to Vest Chicago and ,in other nuclear
for government and community physics projects, scientists said.
relations. "They are staging areas for some

"Our strategy is to maintain very of the major experiments at the big
close [ties] to the Massachusetts national laboratories. When you pull
delegation, but also to the many' . out the underpinning, you are doing
other representatives and Senators damage all the way across the pro-
that are involved in science and edu- gram," Natowitz said.

World-Wide Web is important, and scale ~s I had hoped. So we've got a
I think JNe will continue to'see lot more work to do in that area.
strong technical work, and Increas- The biggest disappointment is
ingly more innovative work in terms that I had to spend so much time
of use of these n w technologies fighting with the federal govern-
and what they ultimately mean for ment. I have probably come to t>er

society. So we're coming along in' viewed a little bit more as an exter-
that area..

We have not been able to accom- nal president than I would like. It's
pJish as much as I had hoped in really my hope over these next sev-
working on primary and secondary eral ye~ to be able to focus more \
edu.cation. But we have a good of my energy inward to e~ucational
strong council moving ahead in that matters. I'm very hopeful that will
area, we've put together some out- . be pos~jble, but I've ,had to"shape
standing summer programs, the how the job ~ccording tq,~hat the>times
a city works theme and so forth, but > demand. M,uchabout the American
we've not 'been able to develop the " research university, and MIT~specif-
funding to do that on as mas ive a: 'ically, needs to be reinvented.

'Bates:ACcelerator
",,~ .• "._~4\,' i ~ '4J¥.f !. f 4

:~'~FtntdS",SuddeDly,Cut:':"',;;,
,'.;/" ' . '. ".' . .....:..~'{

. , . cational issues," Suduiko said. Ir

of major environmental issues-
we've made good progress there.

We certainly have retained a
very leading position in infonnation
technology broadly, which has been
very high on my agenda. We've
done very strong work together with
Lincoln Laboratory and private
industry in developing all-optical,
very high speed communications
technology. Work at the Lab for
Computer Science and Media Lab
and AI Lab, continues to be very
strong, and our new role in the

degree recipients.

Gray chosen to speak
From 1964 to 1982, the Commencement address

was traditionally given by the President of MIT;
guest speakers since 1982 have included Lee lacoc-
ca, William R. Hewlett SM "36, Paul Tsongas, and
Carlos Salinas de Gortari.

Gray's selection as Commencement speaker was
announced about eight weeks ago foJlowingseveral
months of deliberation by the Commencement Com-
mittee, fonned last October.

The committee's goal was to find "someone who
I.will be able to give a good, thought-provoking
speech that will play a tremendous role in infl~enc-
ing the emotions of students," said Islam, who was a
member of the committee.

Gray served as president of the University of
Chicago from 1978 to 1993, and was also a~ting
president of Yale University for a year. She is a dis-
tinguished history scholar and has taught at Chicago,
Yale, and the University of California at Berkeley.

Gray was a'Fulbright Scholar at Oxford Universi-
ty from 1950 to 1952, and received her PhD in histo-
ry from Harvard University in 1957. She also holds
honorary degrees from several other universities.

coming along. And the faculty, of
course, has been the biggest disap-
pointment of all. We have gone up
in terms of percentages for both
women and minorities, but the
absolute numbers are far too low,
and I consider that close to a failure
at this point. We've got to double
and redouble our efforts in that area.

I think we have made substantial
progress on the area of environment.
Bring the sound, rational MIT
approach to both the science and
technology and ultimately the policy

Hanna Gray to Deliver
Commencement Address

Alumni/ae Association.
Following the invocation by Baptist chaplain

Reverend Betsy Draper, Hanna Gray will deliver her
address to the graduates.

Afterward, on behalf of the graduate student
body, outgoing Graduate Student Council President
Roger G. Kermode will deliver a salute to MIT.
Class of 1995 President Mehran Islam will then pre-
sent the senior class gift to President Vest. This
year's gift will create an annual scholarship to fund
one or two students in the Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program.

In addition to the exercises at Killian, twenty-two
cadets and midshipmen from MIT's Air Force,
Anny, and Navy Reserve Officer Training Corps
programs will be commissioned in a ceremony at the
site of the frigate USS Constitution at 6 p.m. The cer-
emony's guest speaker, Admiral J. Paul Reason, is
deputy chief qf naval operations for plans, policy
and operation. .

The hooding 'ceremony-for students recetving .
doctorates was held yesterday evening in Rockwell
Cage. The deans of the Schools and departmental
representatives presented hoods to 232 doctoral

JIMMY WON THE TECH

Campus Ponce officers guard the Commencement stage and seating area In Killian Court. The
Institute's 129th annual exercises begin at 9:45 a.m. with the traditional march from 77 Mas~
chusetts Ave. to Killian.

Story, from Page I

We've actually increased the per-
centages of women and minorities
in every category - undergraduate,
graduate, faculty. Starting with Paul
Gray and John Deutch, we've made
enonnous progress in the nature of
our undergraduate student body, and
I think we should be institutionally
very proud of that. We're beginning
to make inroads into the graduate
program; I'm disappointed that it
hasn't been more rapid, but it is

Vest, from Page 21



Jerome Saltzer
Christopher Sawyer-Laucanno
Martin A. Schmidt
Judah Schwartz
Wl1liam Siebert
Michael Sipser
Karen Smith
Robert Solow
Paraskevas Sphicas
George Stephans
Charles Stewart ill
Bruce Wedlock
Thomas Weiss
David Wetherall
Jeremy Wolff
Siman Wong
Evan Ziporyn
Barton Zweibach

Daniel Kemp ,
Susanne Klingenstein
Eric Lander
Alan Lazarus
Steven Leeb
Charles Leiserson
Winston Markey
Kenneth Manning
Arthur Mattuck
I:.eonard Morse-Fortier
Feniosky Pen a-Mora
Peter Ragone
George Rathjens
Elizabeth Redding
Christ Richmond /
Gian-earlo Rota
Candace Royer
Donald Sadoway

Class of 1995 Of(icers
Treasurer Members-at-Large
Erika Hanley Ellen Block Sahana Sarma

Rama Chiruvolu Warren Sze
lloyd D'Souza Edward Tau
Ben Jordan Arun Thomas
Isitri Modak Janet Wang
Elba Nazario Traci Williams

Class Agent
Jahnavi Swamy

The Baker Memorial Foundation, a student organization dedi-
cated to improving undergraduate student life, would like to con-
gratulate the following professors as the 1994-1995 recipients of the
Baker Foundation Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching
(excerpts from the student nominations follow)

Rohan Abeyaratane
Daron Acemoglu
Takako Aikawa
Tomas Arias
Michael Artin
George Bekefi
Wl1liam Hertozzi
John Brisson
PeggyCebe
Steven Chorover
Christopher Cummins
Peter Dodds
John Essigmann
Eric Fernald
Douglas Forsyth
Louis Galdieri
David Jerison
Yael Karshon .

'''Not only have Ileaned an incredible amount of material in [Kirk Kolenbrander'sJ
class - one of the toughest classes I've taken - but I've also enjoyed every minute ... It has
been a pleasant surprise to take a class, put in the time and effort to learn, and find that your
professor is working hard towards the same goals."

Elena Ruehr, Lecturer,
Department of Music and Theater Arts

Kirk Kolenbrander, Assistant Professor,
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

The Baker Foundation would also like to recognize the following profes-
sors who were also nominated, as well as thank the many studenfs who
thoughtfully nominated them.

-"[Elena RuehrJ was an exciting teacher who got everyone in the class involved ... Her
energy and enthusiasm seemed boundless, and she really transferred that enthusiasm to her
students."

Please keep in touch with us ~owe can keep in touch with you!

THE TECH Page 25

Your class officers will be working with us to support your class.

To welcome you to the AlumnJI ae Assoclatlon, you will receive a complimentary
subscription to Technology Review next year. Let us know where you will be

to ensure that you receive your subscription.

Send your, new address to:
MlT AlumnJlae Records

Room 12-090
(617)253-8270

mitalum@mitvmc.mit.edu

The Class of '95 will be creating an emaillist to help you keep in touch with your
c~smates. Please send us your email address so we can add you to the list.

For informa(lon about how to get involved as an alumnus/a, contact:

Monica Nlles '91
MIT Ablmo)/ ae Association

Room 10-140
(617)253-0743

mInlles@mit.edu

Congratulations to the Class of 1995 on your graduation
and welcome to the Alumnilae Association!

President
Quentin Walker

Vice President
AmyKoo

secretary
Ranjini Srikantiah

I] is not part of the budget resolu-
tions passed last month. The cuts to
Bates were proposed in a follow-on
bill that authorizes funding within
the framework set out by the budget
resolution.

The National Science Founda-
tion and the National Institutes of
Health face less severe cuts than
many other agencies. The House
would leave the NSF budget largely
untouched, while the Senate propos-
es $100 million in cuts from its $3
billion budget.

The House proposed a 5 percent
cut in. the NIH's budget, while the
Senate proposes a 10percent cut.

Humanities face deep cuts
Though most of the money MIT

receives from the federal govern-
ment funds science and engineer-
ing, MIT does receive a small
amount of fu'nding from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities.

MIT has probably received about
$2 to $3 million in NEH funding
over the last five years, said Philip
S. Khoury, dean of the School of
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sci-
ences. The funding has focused on
multimedia studies, especially'at the
Laboratory for Advanced Technolo-
gies in the Humanities.

The NEH is the largest source of
research funds in the humanities in
the United States, Khoury said.
Though the annual funding is only
about $177 million, it is important
because researchers can use NEH
money as leverage to get more
resources from private foundations
or individuals.

Elimination of the NEH would
be a ''major loss for MIT," he said.

There have also been proposals
to cut NSF funding for social sci-
ence research. "We don't think that
is going t<? hap~ next,Year,but the
future isn't looking very promis-
ing," Khoury said. MIT's promi-
nence in linguistics, economics, and
political science is heavily depen-
dent on NSF grants, he said.

June 9, 1995

Loans, from Page 10

Gutier
40 Newbury Street, Boston (617) 262-3300

@ongressional Cuts
WIlllmpaet LOans
state's economic livelihood Hud-
son said. '

. MIT is working "closely with
higher e~ucation associations that
are trying to get the message to
Congress," Hudson said.

sion agencies hit hard
NASA, DOE, and civilian

research funded by the Department
of Defense would see some of the
biggest cuts. For example, the
~ouse proposes reducing NASA
funding from $14 billion to $11.7
billion by 2000.

Despite the cuts at NASA, the
overall goal of the measures is to
take it out of unnecessary infrastruc-
ture and to preserve research pro-
grams, according to Professor Earll
M. Murman, head 'of the Depart-

t of Aeronautics and Astronau-
tics.

It is difficult to predict the effect
on MIT research, because programs
are not specifically being cut, Mur-
man said.

Energy research funding will see
large cuts - a total of $7 billIon
over five years in the House bill -
but would continue even if ,the
~artment were eliminated. The
largest energy cuts will be in envi-
ronment restoration and cleanup,
which provides little funding for

,. -', T, according to Head of the
epartment of Nuclear Engineering

Mujid S. Kazimi.
l' At universities, including MIT,

these cuts' will affect the research
support available for nuclear
physics and plasma fusion," Kazimi
said.

The cuts may not have as serious
affect at MIT, because "MIT devel-

d research projects that are fund-
,.y utility groups from the United

States and abroad," Kazimi said. "I
will not be surprised if this trend
.owards global funding of MIT

search will expand 'in the next few
years."

The recent threat to the Bates
Linear Accelerator [see article, page

mailto:mitalum@mitvmc.mit.edu
mailto:mInlles@mit.edu
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LASSIFIEDS
• Events
• Help Wanted
• Positions Wanted
• For Sale

• Housing
• Services Offered
• Lost & Found
• Wanted

• Travel
• Infonnatlon
• Clubs
• Miscellaneous

Advertising Policies
Classified ads are due at 5 p.m. two days before day
of publication, and must be prepaid and accompanied
by a complete address and phone number. send or
bring ads, with payment, to W2CM83 (84 Mass. Ave.,
Room 483, Cambridge. MA 02139). Account numbers
for MIl departments accepted. Sorry, no .personal •
ads. Contact our office for more details at 258-8324
(fax: 258-8226) or ads@the-tech.mit.edu .

Rates per insertion per IBIIt of 35 words
MIT community:

1 insertion $3.00
2-3 insertion!:t $2.75
4-5 insertions $2.50
6-9 insertions $2.25
10 or more insertions $2.10

AJI other advertlsers $5.oo

• Help Wanted • Help Wanted • Help Wanted • Housfng • Services Offered

Immediate openirigs with an

international marketing firm

headquartered in Boston. Seeking

ambitious, entrepreneurial self-

starters to develop a global

business. Call 617-446-8159 to

arrange an interview.

Cruise Ships Now Hiring - Earn up to

$2.000+/month working on Cruise

Ships or Land-Tour companies.

World travel. Seasonal & full-time

employment available. No

experience necessary. For more

information call 1-206-634-0468 ext.

C50334.

Japanese-speaking SW Engineer

needed for development and testing

for international environments. Will

work closely with Japanese partners.

Native-level Japanese language ability

and Un!x/C development is required.

Windows/C-<-+ development and

experience with Far East computing

environments are desirable. Contact:

Steve Billings, Workgroup Technology

Corporation, 81 Hartwell Avenue,

Lexington, MA 02173, USA; Email:

steveb@Wprkgroup.com; Fax: (617)

674-0034

Drivers Needed Transport company

has vehicles available to Rorida, Mid-

West, California, Seattle, and more.

Deposit required for drive-away

program with gas allowance. Must be

21 years of age. Call Bob: 617-255-

6990

• Housing

West Cambridge: 2 superb furnished

rooms in great apartment with all

conveniences with TV/Cable &
Telephone connection in great

neighborhood 1/2 block from public

transportation $690 - Tel: 547-

7424

Wanted for rent (or exchange): house
or apartment for fall semester, by
professor from Princeton visiting MIT
(with wife and son). Please contact
Robert Freidin at (609) 924-5121 or
bob@clarity.princeton.edu

• Wanted

Want SPAMIT a Anlme T-shlrtsl
Soon! Call Jackie: 617-244-0723 or
e-mail Mark: MFULMER@
TELLUS.COM

• Fo,sale

Refrigerator for salel Less than 2
years old. $50 or best offer. Call
450-0035

Intematlonal Student&-Visltors DV-l
Greencard . Program by U.S.
Immigration Legal Services. Tel (818)
882-9681; (818) 998-4425. 202~ L

Stagg St., Canoga Park, CA 9130 ,f"

Monday-Sunday: 10 a.m.-l0 p.m.

• Clubs

Stuyvesant High SChool Alumnl-MIT
has a Stuy alumni chapter for YOU!
Get involved and keep those Stuy
bonds strong! Get to know more
upperclassmen who are in your
major! For more information, contact
Angela at 225-8547.

• MlscellaneoU$

We are studying language in twins. ~t ~j

you are a twin or a parent of twins -
and interested in participating, give
us a call at 253-5774.

Jim's Journal By Jim

~t ~,t 1'fte I I
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1

13

17
19

27
31

34

50

55
59

61

2

23

3 4 5 10 11 12 ACROSS

1 Menu item
6 Graduate degrees
9 Gemstone

13 Runs off to
Gretna Green

15 Speed up
17 Shelf
18 South American

river (2 wds.)
19 Dry -
20 Cacophony22 Poetic contraction
23 Mr. landon
25 Subject
26 Measure of

medicine
27. Is nosy
29 Tax initials
30 Outlet
31 Repeat
33 Twitching
34 Read
35 Early
39 Dangerous drug
40 Bear Bryant's team
41 Hunted one
43 Russian-built

fighter aircraft
45 Kosher
46 Whittier heroine
47 Adjusted
49 Prefix: wool
50 Slippery ----
51 Is sociable
53 Kill or shoot
55 Wisdom
57 Pretty: Sp.

59 Mythi~al island
60 Black eye
61 Appear
62 Clique
63 Far from skinny

DOWN

1 Trucking rig, for
short

2 Menu term (3 wds.)
3 More isolated
4 Pertinent'
5 legal paper
6 Songwriter Johnny
7 Self-evident truths
8 Reproductive body
9 Keats' forte

10 One who is easily
fooled.

11 Sleeping (2 wds.)
12 Sierra ----
14 Cut
16 What -30- signifies
21 Drew back, as a

horse
24 Punished with a

stick
26 Sound unit
27 Singer with Gladys

Knight
28 Impertinent
30 Essential
32 Mr. Willi ams
33 ---- Aviv35 Item with lox
36 Mad, for one
37 Comes forth
38 Frivolous ----

41 Aesthetic taste
42 Wrinkle

.43 City in Indiana
44 Assimilate food
46 Zane Grey

locales
47 Shades
48 labor leader

Eugene ~
51 Chess pieces
52 London district
54 Small opening
56 "- a Camera"
58 Pen point

::IOSSI SIH.1 HO:J
SNOI.1010S ::I1ZZ0d

mailto:ads@the-tech.mit.edu
mailto:steveb@Wprkgroup.com;
mailto:bob@clarity.princeton.edu
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Specially
priced
laptops,
too!

I -ThinkPad 360CE
.- PowerBook 520c

•I----~---_....&-_- •
I
I

MIT Computer Connection:V.'- .Order line: 253-1714:
. http://wetl.mit.edu/mcc/www/:

~1!!F-="'I1III:"Illir':=-==-==-==-= ~r=r==.l""II:ia' .:.. , .
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